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MEMBER

Consumed In Farm Fire-TDie From Fire In
New York.

Sum Probably Stolen From
Destitute Given by Charity
Will Amount to $ .000.000.

GENERAL EALYCALLED BY

JUROR

wo

R

J
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TWO MEN SUFFOCATED IN

TENEMENT HOUSE FIRE.
New York, Nov. 14. Frederick Rut
,
ter was suffocated and Andrew
clerk, . was also probably fa
tally injured in a Are In a three-storronVJyn
tenement, in Smith street,
today.
y

GENERAL IN ARMY
SUCCUMBS

TO DEATH,

Norwich. Conn., Nov. 14. Gen. Vm.
Vr. Ely died Buddenly at hii- - home here
He
last night from heart trouble.
commanded the Eighteenth Connecti
cut volunteers In the civil war and
was breveted brigadier general at its
close.
JOHN BROWN'S FRIEND GOES
TO JOIN HIM IN HEREAFTER
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 14. Major
Horauo Nelson Rust, a noted
and Indian authority, phllan
thropist, friend and companion of
John Brown, and a veteran of the
civil war, died in South Pasadena to
day, aged 78. Ho had been Identified
with the public interests of this see
tion for twenty years.

JURY MEMBER CLAIMS OF
FER OF $500 IN OIL CASE
Flndlay, Ohio, Nov. 14. According
to C. C. Myers, a member' of the jury
that convicted the Standard Oil of
violating the anti-tru- st
law, a bribe
of $500 was twice offered him during
the trial, once on the street and once
In the basement of the court bouse,
on condition that he huag the Jury
Myers
and force a disagreement.
says that he does not know the nmn
who tendered the money, though it
was the panic ma a iu both instances.
The bribe offered in the second instance my have been greater than
$500, as the agent did not state thf
amount merely displaying a huge rolf
of bills. The members of the Jury, on
which Myers served nave been summoned btfore the grand Jury to give
teslmony.

arch-aelogl-

ABANDONED SHAFTS IN
MISSOURI AND KANSAS

Topeka, Kans., Novv 14. Owing to
me great. Ganger 10 pom numan and
animal life caused by the abandoned
shafts in the Kansas and Missouri
zinc fields steps1 will immediately be
taken to have them closed up. In
some parts of this state there are
areas acres In extent where the shafts
are not more than 20 feel apart, and
owing to the way they are covered
with grass weeds and shrubs are extremely dangerous to life. As the
laws of the state demand It public
sentiment will compel the officials to
do their duty and order the owners
of the property to close up the shafts
It is generally believed in this state
that horses .and cattle advertised as
stolen have been lost In the suan
and the opinion is also prevalent that
a very large number of persons who
have been discrlbed from tlmie to
time as "mUsing" met with Uielr
deaths in them, as the two states are
honeycombed with them in several
places.
TAYLOR,

FAMOUS

COLOR

ED COMPOSER, COMING
London. Nov. 14. S. Coleridge Tay
tbe famous colored composer and
conductor left here today on the Sax
onia, for America. He will open a con
cert tour la the leading cities In the
Vnited KtaUa commencing in Boston
mi November 14. On the 16th
he
will give a recital or his own conipos'-i'oin Mendelssohn hall under the
Management of Henry Wolfsohn and
later he will conduct a performance
of bis cantata "Hiawatha."
father was a native African
and his mother was an English woman.
,

u

Cole-ridge-

KNOCK'S
TO THE

CASE GOES
SUPREME

COURT

.Jesse KlmiuicU, deputy sheriff of
Grant county, who was tried in Hills-horo- ,
Sierra county. N. M., for the
killing of a man named Cliff, at a
dance in tbe mining town of Hanover,
in Grant county, was convicted of
murder In the second degree. An ap
peal to inti supreme court for a new
trial w&h immediately taken by
attorneys.
According to Attorney William U.
Childenj, who returned
yesterday
morning from Hlllsboro, where he was
engaged as counsel with Percy Wil
son, of Silver City, lu defending Kim
mick, the case aroused so much in
terest la Grant county that it was
found necessary to take a change of
venue to Hlerra county. Both Kim-micand Cliff hud friends and considerable faeliug is suiil to exist in
county against Kimmick.
J rant
The facta lu connection with the
killing appear to be briefly these:
Kimnitcfc, who was attending thb
'lance in Hanover in bis capacity as a
deputy sheriff, heard a shot fired outside the building where the dance was
being held He ran to the door and
saw Cliff tUnding in a threatening
attitude with a smoking revolver In
He called uixm Cliff to
his hand
drop the win. which he refused to
language.
do, and used threatening
The deputy sheriff drew bis weapon
.nid shot niff, killing him instantly.
Attoraej J. S. Fielder, of Silver
City, waj employed In the prosecution to uubirit W 11. Vol tonl, district
aUuraejr cf Grant county.
The cut- - & set for trial lat
Thursday
Kim-nick'-

s

NOW

SENTENCED

TWENTY-FIV- E

SAIlORSjAKE

ESCAPE

Prince and Wife Play Vaudeville Scotch Church Differences Havei'
Been Amicably Settled Says
and Sue Father For Recognition
Lord Elgin.
Rights.
of His
Paris, Nv. 14 The tribunal of the
First Instance f tbe Seine, Judge
Ditto presiding, at nooa today granted
a divorce to the Countess de Castel-lan(formerly Anna Gould) and gave
her custody of her children, who however, will not he allowed to be taken
from France without tb consentxpf
the father,
The end of the case came suddenly.
The court brushed aside the uemand
of the count's lawyers for examina
e

...

tion of witnesses and, as anticipated,

SOME LARGE

INCREASE

MADE IN CAPITAL

STOCHALOES

PENNSYLVANIA
BEFORE

VOTES A

TEN PER CENT

SENATE

INCREASE

E

Pipe Lines Just Double Their They Like Bonl Seem About On All Owned and Operated
Pennsylvania Lines West
Stock. But One Line
to Lose Price of Their
Quadruples It.
of Pittsburg.
Marriage.
NEw ROCK ISLAND EX
BANK STATEMENTS' ARE
PRESS WITH J23.O00.0O0
DEMANDED FOK;OV.

?.

SURPRISE IS SPRUNG
ON THE BURLINGTON

Harrisburg, Nov. 11. Three pipe
Philadelphia. Nov. 14.
The board
Vinita, I. T., Nov. 14. The senate
line concerns controlled by the Stand Indian committee today heard the of directors of the roads west of
ard OH compaluy, filed notices in the committee composed of intermarried Pittsburg, operated and controlled by
state department today of a heavy In- whites of the Cherokee nation who the Pennsylvania, at a meeting today,
They ask the "privilege of selling the Im- voted 10 per cent. Increase In wages
crease in their capital stock.
OIL CASES ARE PUT
are:
provements placed on their lands, and to all permanent employes of the
OFF IN ST. LOUIS
The Crescent Pipe Line company, certain other rights. The United roads reclvlng less than $200 per
St. Louis, Nov. 14. The hearing or of Philadelphia, whose capital is in States supreme court recently render- month.
depositions In the defense In the creased from $1,000,000 to the amount ed a decision adversely to the interouster case of the State of Missouri of $2,000,000; the Southern Pipe Line married whiles who sought to secure RAILROAD CLAIM DENIED
against the Standard Oil, the Waters company, of Oil City, from $5,000,000 a share of the lands alotted to the InTHAT LOCAL IS UNPROFITABLE,
Pierce end the Republican Oil com- to $10,000,000, and the Northern Pipe dians.
M
14. E.
Kansas City, Nov.
panies was resumed today.
Line companay, of Oil CIt j. from $1,expert
accountant
Poul
a
Fisher,
St
Later The trial for today was post- 000,(100 to $4,000,00(1.
BANK REPORTS REQUIRED
employed by Missouri to examine the
poned until tomorrow because AttorFOR MONDAY, NOV. 12
of the Burlington, was on the
ney General Hadley was unable to ROCK ISLAND STARTS
Washington, Nov. 14. The comp- books
the maximum
come to St. Ixniis before nooa.
EXPRESS CO. WITH $25,000,000. troller of the currency today Issued a stand this morning inbeing
conducted
New York, Nov. 14. The Tribune call for the statement or conditions freight rate hearing
says that the North American Ex of national banks at the close of busi- here by Attorney General uadley,
EXHIBITION OF KING ED.
He made the statement that the Bur
WARD'S WHISTLER ETCHINGS press company, incorporated in Maine j ness, Monday November 12.
llngton frequently charged a rate for
New York, Nov. 14. London's art with authorized capital of $25,000,0uo.
the movement of freight less than that
world was a good deal excited In Feb has been organized by the Rock Is-- ! CONSIDERING" QUESTION OF
in the Missouri maximum rate
ruary last when it became known that land Interests to operate on the Rock
TAXATION OF RADIUM named
law, now being contested. The state
King Edward had sold his Windsor Island system.
New York, Nov. 14. The board of sprang a surprise when it announced
Castle collection of Whistlers etchings
customs appraisers here are again to- that it would pluco cnaries M. Lua
to an American art Arm. There was NTER NATIONAL TUBER
day considering the question of the ham, of New York, on the si and to
amazement, prudently expressed, hut
CULOSIS CONVENTION. taxation of radium.
Whether It is i disprove the claim that to the Bur
were
14.
outspoken,
king
Nov.
New
There
that
should
York.
the
siii
or a salt of uranium is the llngton there was little profit In
have parted with the cherished leg' delegates from all parts of the world chemical
puzzle that the customs omclals are handling local freight.
Ludliam is an
acy from Queen Victoria's later years at the International Tuberculosis con- trying
to solve. During tne past two expert and the state asserted that
and a renewed outcry against allow- vention which commenced Its pro- years several
consignments
of
small
It would prove by him that the local
ing Americans to buv English ert ceedings today here and every state
radium have been received here, and, freight business Is exceedingly profit
treasures. The full collection of maz- - and section of a state in the union us
no
Dlngley
tartc
bill
makes
the
able to railroads In Missouri.
zctints and etchings together with was represented. There were general
provision of it, It was
thirty splendid examples of tne late discussions on the whole problem of specific
25 per cent ad ANNUAL REUNION OF
at
of
rate
the
taxed
J. H. Hutchlnsons collection are on tuUrculosls and an Influential commit valorem having been put
under the
FLORIDA VETERANS
220 tee was appointed for the purpose of
view at Wonderlick galleries,
urging preventative legislation and head of chemical salt. The Importers
Gainesville. 11a.. Nov. 14. The an
Fifth avenue, this citr.
engaged
II.
Co.,
Liber
chemists
and
reunion of Florida veterans which
the establishment
of governmental
to question this appralsment nuai
FASHIONABLE MARRIAGE
took place here today proved of great
and municipal sanitariums to assist counsel
testimony
before
laid
been
and
has
IN AGUSTA, GEORGIA. In fighting the disease.
Interest though the ranks are becom
ll boards
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 14. In Rt-- Paul's of health and all state and county general appraiser, that radium should In thinned. Major A. 1). Williams,
on
placed
unuer
lie
the
the
free
list
church here today the marriage took medical organizations In the county
Col. It. J. XlcGill, delivered addresses.
place pf Una Holmes Cohen, daughter have, from time to time, been supplied provisions in the, law for salts of
uniradium.
Professor
Columbia
of
Money Market.
of Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Cohen, to with information
concerning
the
New
ork. Nov. 14. Prime nier
Professor , Jordan
Howell Sanford. disease and an appeal will be made by versity, and other authorities on tneProfessor Sanford is a well kuora the convention to all nations to as- composition of radium will give tes cantile paper, 6CV4; silver
educator in Georgia, and well known sist the combination in fighting the timony to tne circci tnai radium is
a sa. and a derivative of uranium.
all over the states in connection with dread disease.
his educational work.
MAXIMO GARCIA NAY
GUESSING AT THE COTMORE CIVIL SERTON CROP OF 1906.
VICE EXAMINATIONS.
Now York, Nov. 14. Cotton has
SEVEN FACE TWO CHARGES
FACE A GRAVE CHARGE
14. ExaminaWashington,
Nov.
declined steadily on Die market duriny
tions are belug held today for an
ing the past ten days with a conxis-teucwhich would seem to indicate
IN 10S GRIEGOS AEFAIR terpreter of Assyrian (Arbablc) and
HIS ALLEGED ASSAULT UPON
Greek for the immigration service; an that the buyers have taken tne
ALDERETE MAY REACH
of a maJorl?y of the cr:
electrician for the quarter masters'
GRAND JURY.
prophets
on
place
guesss
who
their
labaratory
large
department
a
at
and
BONDS OF $2,000 EACH ON SEP
crop
liMiti
over
the
of
at
13,i00,0i0
'assistant (qualified In oplles) for the bales, leaving unhonored
Garcia and Zenon Ablerete
ARATE
CHARGES ARE
the pre- hadMaximo
disa sort of international
bureau of standards.
FIXED.
vious estimate 11,325,000 bales. All agreement
on t".ie eighth,
brokers are now unanltnou-- i that the two days at Alrisco
after the election, and as a
crop will amount to 12,90',oiii) bales.
Seven men have been arrested
FIREMAN MILLS LOSES
result Garcia Is alleged to have
irregularities
at
with
tbe
connection
Alderete with violence. AnyIx)s Griegos precinct on the night of
way, Alderete had Garcia arrested,
FAV- CASE
CONTEST
1 uesday, Nov. 6, when one of the
FOOT IN ACCIDENT
charged with assault and thfu will
judges was assaulted when he left the
lie a preliminary hearing of the case
voting place and the poll hooks takeu
,ut,rm,ne the
ORABLE 10 MINISTER
was
also
from him.
The ballot lix
stolen and when the county commis- DRIVER STARTED ENGINE WHILE
Attorney Heacock will appear for
HE WAS UNDER THE TENDER.
sioners made the official canvass of
territory In the place of District
Rev. J. O. Ruoff. formerly of ih! the
the county returns recently they were
AUornt.y Clancy, who Is indisposed
compelled to canvass tbe vote from
Isaac I Mills, a fireman on the city, but now of Estancla, has Just from a falI received In the lava beds
the certificate, the ballots lo'ltig noii Santa Fe, was brought to Albuquerque had a homestead contest case decided norti, f Albuquerque several days
est.
In his favor. Tbe hearing was had ag(,
on a special this moruing from
Those who have been arrested in
a mater station forty miles before the receiver of the land office,
it'
rUmored that Garcia may be
connection with the Los Griegos nat- south. Mills' left foot was crushed M. R. Otero, at Santa Fe. It Beems cuan!,.,i with assault with deadly
ter are:
Maximo Gutierrez and his nearly off and be was Immediately that William M. McCoy filed on a des- - wtai)1), in which caso he will be
son, Nativldad Gutlems; David Grie-go- , takeu to the Santa Ke Pacific hospital, ert land claim near Estancla and sold b,,um ()Ver to await the action of the
Saloman Caldelar, Autonlo Serna, where he received medical attention. his relinguishment to Rev. J. G. Ruoff. ru,i
rii cas will La henr.l
Diego Munis, Lavld Perea. They will The Injured member will likely be am- of Etitancla. Rev. Ruoff forwarded before irv
Justice liarela of Burelus.
answer to charges of "rioting" and putated.
the papers with 4 lie necessary data
unlawfully touching und threatening
Apodaca's Case Continued.
It U said that Mills and bis engin- for a homeatead filing to the land
a bouse. Hull of $200 was named for eer were under the tender of an en- office at Santa Fe, but lefore tbo en
Carlos Apodaca, charged with seeach of the defendants on the separ- gine near the water tauk making some velope containing the documents wus ducing Nativldad Chavez, was 10 have
ate charges. They were apprehended repairs to a brake beam, and both had opened in the mail Samuel 8. Phillips, been given a preliminary hearing this
upon warrautg Issued from the circuit crawled out from uuder the tender. who had come to Santa Fe on the same morning before Justice Barela of
court, information having been filed The engineer got in tbe cab and start- traiu, filed a contest. Had the mall
but it was continued until Mon- by the circuit attorney.
Mills bad crawled been opened promptly H. is alleged the day morning at 9 o'clock upon the
ed the engine.
it is said the men attempt to en- back under the engine tender, mean- claim could not have been contested application of Attorney Marron, who
ter tbe electiou booth by violence and time, unknown tt the engineer.
His Phillips did not appear for the hear represents the defendant. Apodaca
made a iolent assault upon the house fool Kt caught limb r :' wheel mid lug, however, and the Halm went bvlwai arrested
yesterday
afternoon.
jdeiault to Kev Knor)
where I he vutini: place was located.
lltoih parties live in llarelas.
was bal!v cruslia-il-

llc

DEPUTY SHERIFF GRANT COUNTY
CONVICTED OF MURDER IN
SECOND DEGREE.

0

CLAIMS CHIEF ATTENTION

IN GASH

The
San Francisco. Cal.. Nov.-1- 4.
Chroncle ays today that new InveB
tigation is in course of development
hi the local graft scandal. It now ap
pears that sums of money, large and
small, that were sent from different
states to San Francisco for the relief
of sufferers never reached the relief
committee. Some of these amounts,
which aggregate a large sum, were
mailed in care of Mayor Schmidtz.
Detective Burns and about 100 gov
ernment agents have been makng in
vestigations.
President Roosevelt Is
the moving spirit behind the Inquiry
and he declares that no man guilty of
diverting relief funds shall escape
justice. The cases come within the
govern
jurisdiction of the federal
ment because it is alleged that the
malls were tampered with. A considerable sum also was sent through the
Wells Fargo and other express companies and these companies are also
Investigating. The report la that in
will
the aggregate the stealings
amount to a million dollars.

Ooldwater. Mich.. N,v. It Mrs.
Charles Mowry and her three chil- dren were burned to death oa a farm
at Batavla station, near here, early
today. K la thought that they were
suffocated while asleep.

SAYS REPORT
T

BROGUE MARRIAGE

An Old Friend of John Brown Standard Oil Cases Put Off Till
Tomorrow Because of Absence
Goes to Join His Com- of Attorney General Hadley.
rade In Hereafter.
jj

CASTRO DEAD

She Can't Take the Children Because Government of Ven
ezuela Wants to Keep
Out of France. Says
In Power.
the Court.

SAYS WAS TWICE

0FFERE0J500

pr

Crrir,

IS DIVORCED

1

JOINS MAJORITY

pr

yar-Dllvi- rd
Evening Citizen, In AaVanc, $9
60 cwt
month.
by

D

A

FOR FRISCO

CHILDREN

NATURE
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the public prosecutor did not even ask
to be heard. In granting the petition
giving the countess the custody of her
children, the count is allowed the
usual right to see them at stated periods and to share in the control of
their education. The count's demand
for the allowance of $50,000 was re
jected by the court and the judgment
was given with costs against him.

Port de France. Martinique. Not.
The Dutch, cruiser Kortenaer arrived here from WlUemstad. Island Of
Curacao, and reported' today that at
the time of her departure from Curmo ;
ao, it was reported and persistently
and generally believed that Preeideitc
Castro of Venezuela, wae dead, his
death being concealed by the Vene-suel- an
government in order to main
tain itself In power.
14,i

TWENTY-FIV-

CONVICTS
MAKE THEIR ESCAPE
Russia, Nov. 14. Twm- -

Cronstadt,
sailors, who were sentenced tt
hard labor in tbe mines for lire; after
having been convicted of participation v
In the August mutiny, escaped last
evening while awaiting deportation..
They were allowed to visit the bath
under the escort of sixteen soldiers.
These they overpowered, killing one
man. The convicts then donned civi
lian clothes and disappeared.
Strict
FRENCH PRINCE MARRIES
A VAUDEVILLE ACTRESS watch is being maintained along both
Paris, Nov. 14. Miss Alexander coasts of the Gulf of Flland but Only
was married to Prince de Broglle Au- one fugitive has been captured.
gust 14, In Chicago, and it was claim
'
ed at the time that the marriage was SCOTTISH CHURCH
DISPUTE IS SETTLED.
not valid according to the laws of
France, because the prince's divorce
London, Nov. 14. The commlssioik
from bis former wife had not been amiolnterf hv government to renort oa
approved, and because the second the Scottish church dispute andaug-ge- st
marriage had not been recorded ac
remedies, has presented its recording to the French laws. The port, and It wae announced today by
prince, however, claims that tne mar Lord Elgin, chairman of 'the commisriage is legal under the laws of Illi sion, that matters had been amicably
nois, and has Instructed his lawyer in arranged. The assembly hall and col- -.
Paris to bring suit against his family leze buildings at Edlnburg, Glaacowx
to compel them to recognize bis mar a nA A liAfilaon ViAi a haon awflfHoit ifi- riage, and also to recover the inter
ests to which he Is entitled.
free church gets a number of buildlnna,.
In Edinburgh and the annual sum of ;
.
TOURING COUNTRY IN
three thousand pounds sterling for the
VAUDEVILLE PERFORMANCES maintenance ot Us colleges. . The frew s
New York, Nov. 14. Prince de churcn Is also awarded two additional
Broglio and wife are now touring the churches
t Glascow.. Most.of vne
country In vaudeville.
foreign mission funds are given to
the United Free, church but a suffl- BUT HIS DADDIE WONT
cent sum has been allotted the freo
ACKNOWLEDGE THE SON church to carry on Its mission work.
Paris, Nov. 14. Prince Amede de In 1904 the house of lords, as a reDroglle, father of Prince Robert de sult of a long standing dispute be
Broglle, has filed In the Paris courts a tween the churches, each claiming
demand for the annuument or ma to le the original free church, de
son's marriage with Miss Estelle cided In favor of the free churche'a claim, which had refused recognition,
Alexander of California.
to the union in 1847 or tne tree churcn
with the United Presbyterian church,
INDIANA BANKERS' AS
SOCIATION IN SESSION. the union which constituted the Untied Free chorch.
The decision InIndianapolis, Ind., Nov. 14. The an- volved
the transference of the whole
nual convention of the Indiana Bank of the property to the orglrial free
ers' association was opened here to- church, valued at about $55,000,000 to
day when addresses were delivered by the twenty-fou- r
free church ministers,
U A. Goddard, president of the Fort known as tbe "Wee Kickers" owing
Dearborn bank of Chicago, E. D. Dur- to the smallness of their number. The
of the Illinois Bank- United Free church faced poverty
ham
ing association, Senator Hemenway while (he other came into possession
vast for them
and others well known In the finan of property far too
Hence a royal commission
clal world. Practical banking ques- was appointed
Inquire Into the diftions, such as the interest on public ference betweento tbe churches.
The
funds, the negotlablo Instrument laws commission has now decided tnat ue
and other questions were discussed free church shall hand over ail the
and the proceedings were voted to property it cannot adequately admin,
be the most interesting and Instruc ister.
tive ever conducted by the associa
tion. One matter of considerable lm LITTLE PROGRESS
I0DAY
porance was decided today. It was
unanimously decided to form a pro
tective committee and a fund was al
IN BIG DAMAGE SUIT
lotted for its use. This afternoon
the session was given over to the
trust company section.
j. S. LA DRIERE ONLY WITNESS
e

,

FASHIONABLE MARRIAGE
IN NEW YORK CITY
New York. Nov. 14. There was a
large and fashionable gathering in tbe
church of the Incarnation today when
Miss Annette B. Whipple, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Whipple was
married to Mr. Arthur Morris Collins,
of Pittsburg.
The bridesmaids were
Miss Gertie Sandford aud Miss Rosalie:
Gardner Jones of this city, Mius Edith
Brainard and Miss Elsie St. John of
Hartford, Conn., Miss Margery Warren of Scranton, and Miss Florence
Borden of Fall River. IJeu. Shel-burWhipple V. S. A., the brides
Hugh Rauklu,
Marcellus
brother.
Harlley Dodge, Alex Craighead and
Ralph Schneelock were ushers. Upwards of five hundred persons received cards for the reception at the
home of the brides parents, 181 Madison avenue, after the marriage ceremony.

EMPLOYMENT FOR SKILLED
AND UNSKILLED LABOR.
New York, Nov. 14. Through the
coming winter and far Into next year
there will be steady employment, for
skilled and unskilled labor in the iron,
steel and tin trades. A report of the
Algamated asslcatlon of Iron steel and
tin workers published today states
that enough business baa leu booked to keep the trades la full operation
until next summer unless prevented
I')' a scarcity of railroad cars,
ine
tonnage this year will break all records and 1907 promises an enormous
production. This Is Indicated by the
large sales of
for delivery
through the year, as high prices, and
for tue past two weeks negotiations
were open d for j ig iuu for shipment
in the third cuarter, a thing that
never occurred before. All the avail-abl- u
pis Iron for the first hair is under coairttcl.

ce

EXAMINED

MATTER

MAY

CONSUME WEEK.
The district court this morning
took up the case of Richard Di Pal ma
and R. Kuppe vs. Jacob Welnmann
and Joseph Harnett, but at 3 o'clock
this afternoon the matter had not
progressed further than the examination of a single witness.
J. K La Driere, architect, was the
witness. He was subpoenaed by the
defense, but counsel for tbe plaintiff
called Mr. La Driere to the stand to
Identify certain building plans of the
Barnett building, which stands afthe
corner of Railroad avenue and Second
street. Mr. La Driere was In chargo
of the work on tbe new Barnett
buildlu gat the time the party wait
gave way, causing the damage to
Riippe"s stock, which Is assessed by
the plaintiff at $10,000. (Not $lu0,00u.
as was erroneously published yester-duy- .)
When Attorney McMlllen attempted
to exhibit the plans to the jury with,
explanation this afternoon, counsel for
the defenso, Nell B. Field and W. U.
Clillders, objected on technicalities
and Mr. La Driere was recalled to
the stand to point out on the plans the
gist ot his former testimony.
The case will probably consume a
week.
In the district court proceedings of
yesterdaya, published In Tbe Even lug
Citizen, a mix-uof the Welnmann-N'ehe- r
suit occurred. It seems that
Mr. Welnmann sued Mr. Neher for
$58.73, whereupon Mr. Neher put in a
counter claim against the amount for
$50.
The case came to a close by the
Jury awarding Mr. Welnmann
the
difference, amounting to $8.73.

Robert Law and R. S. Sumner, two
citlxens of .Denver, are lu
the city, tbe guests of Col. W. S.
Hoewell. They will remain In thu
city for u few days.
well-know-

ALBUQUERQUS.
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EVENING CITIZEN

A

The Attention

FOR SALE

MARRIAGE

RECORDS
Many People Married in Phoenix Would Have a Hard
Time Proving It.
It has born discovered (hat

inny

navnl ordnance proving ground
demonstraJes the superiority of
the superficially
carbonized
plates.
American nickel-stee- l
November 15.
Mason and Jeremiah
Dixon begin the running of the
"Mason and Dixon" line.
Major Robert Anderson, of Ken
tucky, ordered to take command of ihe federal fort and
forces la Charleston harbor.
November 16.
Painter, of Mngham,
Mass., whipped for refusing to
have child christened.
Treaty of neutrality betweeen
England aad France for America.
British under Howe attack Fort
Washington and Col. Magaw
capiiulatcfs after stnbboro resistance; British
take more
than 2,000 prisoners.
A rich silver vein is struck,
also a gold vein, at Salisbury,

1703

1

stin

a ftood

1

1H64

November 17.
bearded comet becomes visible, exhibits tall when t departs.
Oglethrope sails from England
with 120 poor people lo plant a
colony in the wilderness
of
Georgia.
cnger, edtor of a New York
weekly Journal, imprisoned for
defending popular government;
i his
is the first attack on the
freedom of speech.
British Impress seamen, and officers are Imprisoned by mob
until men are released.
Grand mass nveeling at Charleston,
addresses
enthusiastic
made to "citizens of the Southern republic."
Alaska asks for a territorial
form of government.
Instructions from Washington
received at San Francisco that
Chinese registration is to begin
November 20.
World's fair assests skring at
tho rat of $10,000 a day.
A

.

who performed the ceremony,
lece
bat a case came up on Saturday in
which evea that proof was lacking.
Trank Steele, for a long time a resident of Phoenix, but now living in Los
Angeles, was married here on June
2. 1898, to a Miss Daugherty. Lately
be waatfed a certificate of his marriage and sent for it by a kinsman
who was coming to Phoenix. A search
was made Oirough the records but it
could not be fmnd that a license bad
ever been issued to Steele, la one
of the book g, the next 'to the last page,
contained a record of a license which
was issued on June 1. 1 S8. Presumably be record of the license issued
to Steele was entered on the following page, but that page was missing.
It had been cut out, leaving a margin
C a quarter of an inch on which it
was noted that the page had been
ttken ont to furnish the printer with
a sample for a new book-Noseveral people In Phoenix
know that Steele was married, but
tbey did not witness the ceremony nor
ld they see the licease. They know
when he was married and where.
That 18 though, they could not swear
fo the date of the wedding, they recall
distinctly the night when it took
but no one has been fouad who
knows who the witnesses were.
The wedding was solemnized at the
residence of a Mr. Smith, a former
undertaker of this city. The ceremony
ws performed by a former pastor of
the Methodist Episcopal cburcu South.
It is presumed that among toe witnesses were Mr. and Mrs. Smith and
likely there were no others. Mr. Smith
is dead, and his wife, if living, is supposed to be In North Carolina. The
minister is also dead.
Steele gent word here that Col.
Johnstone was wit- - him when he got
the license. Col. Johnstone, while he
remembers that Steele was marr'ed,
and recalls in a general way the time
of bis marriage, cannot recollect that
he accompanied Steele when he
for the licease.
This is said to be one case of many,
though usually the interestd parties
have been able to find some one who
ould swear definitely to the fact of
their marriage.
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1893

1893

CITY

OF

GLOBE

IS

The city of Globe, Arizona, a trifle
over a month old, passed out of existence last Saturday forenoon and It is
again the village of Clobe, ruled as of
old by the board of supervisors, instead of by its own mayor and board
of aldermen.
proceedings
In the quo warranto
brought by the district attorney and
which were concluded Saturday morn-lag- ,
Judge Nave sustained the demurrer of the petitioner to the return of
the writ of quo warranto and as no
desire to amend was signified by the
representative of the city. Judgment
was ordered entered "oustlag the respondents from the municipal franchise which they profess to exercise."
The ruling of the court was expected by the now
authorities, so
that when the city was officially disincorporated there was no great sensation nor to tell the truth no expres
sion of regret from those who have
held offices in the city government.
The court has set them right and
withla two weeks the city of Globe
ill be reincorporated so firmly that
IN tl'ere will he no more attempts to
"bust" it.
d

INTERESTING EVENTS

ex-cit- y

ftLlERICAN HISTORY

JUDGE

November 11.
Pilgrams, on the Mayflower
sign an instrument of republican government and elect John
3arver governor.
187 Orders in council issued by
England which vex American
commence by prohibiting all
trade with France or her allies.
18i3 Confederates scheme for a raid
frow Canada for the destruction
of Buffalo, and liberation of
priwoners at Sandusky; plot it
disclosed to the government by
Lyons, British minister.
1867 Puhlic debt has been reduced at
the rate of 110,000,000 monthly,
oa the average, since August

MILLS

RATON

UPHOLDS

COUNCIL DECISION

1C2

187
1889

18S3
1893

lit
1884

the best legal
talent In the territory, Andy Cencli
has lost his flut with the city council
Ducked

by some of

Full 8et of
Gold Crowns
Gold Fllllna

T::?:::::::::,c

Painless Extracting

ALL

$1.50 up
50c

QQ
mfoQ
W

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

WORK

....

e

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARM I JO BUILDING.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 60c.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 9, 190C.
The resolutions favoring the restor
ation of the army canteen for the sale
of beer and light wines to soldiers un
unanimously
der proper restrictions,
adopted by Advance Tent, Independent Order of Rechabltes, of U.s city,
perhaps the oldest temperance organization in the world, have aroused
great. interest in temperance circles.
Many members of this order are
men who have served in the army,
know all about the evil effects of ex
cessive drinking from personal experi"
ence. and they realize that the aboli
tion of the canteen is responsible for
among
tbo increase of drunkenness
soldiers.
Under present conditions, the sold
ier drinks at low resorts on the outskirts of array posts, without any restrictions whatever. With the canteen,
as advocated by th Rechabltes, he
will drink under government supervision and restrictions, under which
overindulgence is impossible.
In addition, the Rechabltes propose
that the government, m framing the
canteen
law, should discriminate
strongly in favor of beer, which lias
a very small percentage of aiconoi,
and light wines. It is believed that the
Bofaier will be satisfied with these
beverages obtained under favorable
conditions, and that be will be less
likely to Indulge in vile and ardent
liquors than at present.
This uction of the Rechabltes has
the support of army officers and military organizations. The Spanish war
veterans at their recent convention
here, unanimously directed Its legislative committee to press congress for
the restoration of the canteen.
The Rechabltes maintain that by
making It possible for soldiers to obtain such comparatively harmless liquors as beer and light wines under
government regulations, the cause of
true temperance will be better upheld
thaa by driving them to low resorts
beyond the government reservations.
WHY SO WEAK7

Troubles May Be Sapping
Your Life Away. Albuquerque People Have Learned this Fact.

Kidney

When a bealthy man or woman begins to run down without apparent
cause, becomes weak, languid, de
pressed, suffers backache, headache,
disorders,
dizzy spells and urinary
look to the kidneys for the cause of it
nil. Keu the kidneys well and they
will keep you well. Doan's Kidney
Pills cure sick kidneys and keep them

KILLS THE GERMS
OF SCROFULA

lx-gu-

t

Ifclli

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

n

10,-0-

1893

POR TERFIELD CO.

and Broadway

I'-

Mul-for-

1889

Railroad Avenu

A. MONTOYA

health-sustainin-

With

nf

SE.tT.

FOR

furnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street.
FOR RENT Brick house of seven
rooms, modern, furnished complete,
Inquire Citizen office.
FOR RENT Furnished room, for one
or two gentlemen, near car line, 709
West Roma avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-iunisbed rooms for housekeeping. 52 1
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at
rear.
cottage, fur
FOR RENT Four-roonished, at Lockbart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.

REAL

ESTATE

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

FIRE INSURANCE

m

AND LOANS

ALBUQUERQUE

215 W. GOLD AV.

tH

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LAWYERS.

ALBUQUKRQUS, NEW MEXICO

r-

Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
copyrights, caveats,
lands, - patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
NT
ATTORNEY AT, LAW. Albuquer
FOR-REORSALEHouso at 202 que,
N. M. Office, First National
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
Bank building.
postoiilce.
Town
NT
E. W. Dobao.i.
FOR-REPleasant, airy, well fur
ATTOTINKY AT LAW. Office, CromDished rooms, with modern improvements. Apply at store, 522 East well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Marquette avenue, corner of north
DENTISTS,
Broadway.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FOR RENT Several pleasant, uerly
Dental Surgeon.
furnished rooms, with bath and
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnette Building,
electric light. 519 North Second over
O'Rlelly's Drug Store. Automatic
Btreet.
'phone
Appointments made by
FOR KE.Vf Apartments
in Par Mail. '238.
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
steam heated, and all other modern
No. 306 Railroad avenne.
Office
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Grant Block.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both pboues.
Ap
FOR RENT A six room two-stopointments made by mail.
brick house, corner of Seventh
DR. D. E. WILSON
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & MattenccI, C24 West Rooms 10. 12,Dentist.
13, Occidental Life
Tijeras avenue.
Bldg., Cor. Railroad
avenue
and
TOH SALE.
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. OfFOR SALE Gleckler's farm, the best fice bours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas, Colo. Phono, 129.
E. Oleckler.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new.
DR. R. L. HUST.
315 S. Third street.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
FOir SALE Elegant Knabe piano
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Call 512 South Broadway.
Frequency Electrical
Current and
FOR SALE All the furniture of
given each
Treatments
four-roohouse, nearly new. in Germicide.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. ra.. Trained
good condition. 209 North Arno,
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
FOR SALE 500 bead of mixed cat
UNDERTAKER.
Ad
tle. Good stock and all fat.
Ilouck,
Ariz.
Auto, 'phone 316.
dress J. W. Bennett,
Colo., Red 115.
A. BORDERS.
FOR SALE Iots 3 and 4. block 20,
Black
Eastern addition; level, no water Commercial Club Building.
and White Hearse, $5.
courses, wind break to east. In
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
ARCHITECTS.
Broadway.
Room
Spencer.
F.
W.
Barnett
FOR SALE At a sacrifice, if taken at
once, a nine-roobrick Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
hones.
house; bath, cellar, cement walks
Address P. O. Box 218 city.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
uouse,
FOR SALE Fourieen-rooi- n
furnished or unfurnished, electric
J. R. Farwell.
light, city water. 315 S. Third St
Room 23, N.' T. Armijo building.
Mrs. M A. Schnch.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
KOR
SALE General
merchandise
business on the El Paso and SouthThos. K. D. Maddlson.
western in eastern New Mexico.
Office with W. B. Cnilders, 117 West
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op Gold avenue.
portunity for right party. Can ex
In Time of Peace.
plain good reason for selling. Ix- In the first montbs of the Russian-Japanes- e
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad
war we had a striking exdress inquiries to this paper.
ample of the necessity for preparation
FOR SALE The Minneapolis house and the early advantage of those who,
on live years terms. 44 rooms, all so to speak, "hnve shingled their roofs
furnished and in first class repair, In dry weather." The virtue of prepIncome $200 per month; best pay aration lias made history and given to
ing properly in Albuquerque; must us our greatest men. The Individual
be sold, parties going away. Call as well as the nation should be preor address C. 1). Ward, the Minne pared for any
emergency. Are you
apolis House, Albuquerque, N. M
prepared to successfully combat the
Kellcy
d.
R.
FOR SALE Ranch..
first cold you take? A cold can be
and sons having sold all their stock cured much more quickly when treatoffering
stock
are now
their fine
ed as soon as it bag been contracted
ranch tor sale. It is the best Im and before it has become settled In
proved rancb in the country. Has the system.
Cough
Chamberlain's
two good wells, one of tbem has Remedy Is famous for its cures of
an
U
It
windmill and surface tank.
colds and it should be kept at hand
ideal sheep range. Postoffice, Datil, ready tor instant use. For sale by all
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen- druggists.
ty miles west of Datil.
PERSONAL.
COMING EVENTS
SOUTHERN
GIRLS are Hie most
lieautlful in the world. Get next,
November 14 The maid and the
boys, and join our correspondence
cliili. Write us for particulars. The Mummy.
November 15. Uncle Josh.
Dixie club, P. O. box 156, Chattanooga, Tenn.
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
)ecemler 10 The Holy City.
Chapped Hands.
December 14 King of Triumphs.
Ya.-.!-i
your hands with warm water,
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
dry with' a towel and apply ChamberDecember 31 My Wife's Family.
lain's salve just before going to bed,
This
ami a speedy cure Is certain.
If you want results iu advertising,
salve Is also invaluable for sore nip- tr in Evening Citizen want ad.
pies, itdilng piles and skin diseases.
Km- sale by all druggists.

and cannot continue to conduct a sa
loon at 142 144 South First street,
says the Range. After the decision
of the city council that uo saloon li well.
cense would be granted for the build
of
Juan A. Ortega,
ing at the corner of First street and Loma street Santa Fe, N. M., says:
Cook averu", n.amiamus proceedings "If all troubled witfi pain in the back
were commenced in the district court have that annoyance ended as quickly
to compel tle mayor and city clerk as the use of Dion's Kidney Pills, pro
to issue a ::c "ss to Ceucil to con cured at Ireland's Pharmacy, ended
tintie In busuies.4.
The hearing was mine, then bacnache duo to kidney
had before I.ulg.) Mills, in i.as Vegas, complaint would cease to have any
urn the decisl m up'nds tin. policy terrors for users of this strengthen31, 18C5.
Kwur
engaged In of the council. i he city was repre ing and curative preparation. No one
anarchists,
May riot in Chicago, an execut
sented tty l Ity Attorney Wrigley, as in Santa Fe need be In the least ou
(Vm-ll'ed.
sisted by K. A.'. Crauiplon.
inous about using Doan's Kidney Pills
President Harrison tssiws pro- Interests were represented li v Kliner if they require a medicine to strength- btudiey, of Raton, assisted by At en their kidneys."
clamation admitting Wasiiiiig-totorneys Jones and Spies and Davis.
Into the Uaion.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Sunol, the famous trotting tilly, of l.as Vegas. Cencil, who has been cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, New
is sold o Robert Kosner for conducting his place without a li- York, sole agents for the United
145,000.
cense since September :to, will ,e Slates. Remember the nanu Ifctans
Copper ore found while grading compelled to close.
take no other. 5.
streets in Sheboygan, Wis.
largest grain elevator In the
world completed at HufTalo
November 12.
The ship Caleb Grlintfraw burns
at sea; 3u9 passengers rescued,
CO perish on a raft.
Gen. Sherman cuts wire connection between Atlanta and Wash-ton- ,
thus isolating his army;
Parents who
The law of nature and heredity are fixed and invariable.
near Fort Pulaski, Colo.
axe related by the ties of blood, or who have u consumptive tendency, or
effects the exchange of
family blood taint, are sure to transmit it to their children, iu the form of
prisoners.
Union league at Jefferson. Ind., Scrofula. Swollen glauds, brittle Ikiius, weak eyes, hip disease, pale, waxy
in complexions, emaciated bodies, running sotes and ulcers, and general weak
burns President
Harrison
'Itlgy, to express resea-tmenot constitutions are the principal ways in which the disease is manifested.
disappoited ofheeseekers.
Those who have inherited this Mihting trouble may succeed iu holding it
Chicago anarchists bave a de in check during young, vigorous life : but alter a spell of sickness, or when
monstration in memory of the the system has
to weaken and lose its natural vitality, the ravages of
lour anarchists who were exe the disease will become manifest and .sometimes run into Consumption.
cuted for Ixmib-- h row lug in tin
S. S. S. goes down into the circulation and forces out the scrofulous deposits,
May riot.
kills the germs and completely cures the disease. It changes the quality of
November 13.
Jo2ei!tioii entered into hy the the blood by removing all impurities and poisons and supplying this vital
qualities.
S. S. S. is a purely vegetable
United States and Great liriilau fluid with rub,
weaLi iin
whereby American citizens re medicine and is especially adapted to systems which have la-eceive indemnification for Brit- and poorly nourished by scrofulous blood. Literature on Sorofula and medish spoliations during (he war ical advice fice.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA
Napoleon.
n

1889

Pharmacy

N. C.

?

It usually happens that the marriage can be established by a witness
or by the minister or justice of the

.

Highland

Th.-mio- s

people who have been married 1 4
gay earlier tlian five
nr six years sko, might hnve a hard
it, if proof should ever lfiSti
tain to prove
hecome necessary, says the Phoenix
Republican.
There are frequent
Matnses In the records of the probate J77
cort, c ""suit largely of the practice
which prevailed from the earliest
times until six years ago, of not entering the fact of the issuing of the
license natil return had been made by isx;
the minister or other officiating off-

t this county,

icer.

i

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

j

LINKS

Ion.
A test of armour plates at the

i0b.

surplus, $100,000

Ppr

18!1

14,

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
WANTED.
WANTED A Rlrl tot general bouse
work. 220 North Ninth street
WiAN'tED
At. once, salesman., for
shoo department. Address It 24, this On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
ALBUQUCRQUK
NKW MKXICO
office.
Wagons and other Chattels; ulso on
emWANTEIVHclp riirrnsiied and
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REployment of nil kinds secured CEIPTS, as low aa $10 and as high si
promptly. Cnll on. write or phone $200. Loans are quickly made end
Capital and
Colmirn;g Employment agency. 109 strictly private.
Time: On month
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270 to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonVv ANTED
ueiitlemen's pecond-uan- d
clothing. No. 615 South First street, able. Call and see us before borrowsouth of viaduct. Senu address and ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
tickets to and from all
WANTED I in mediately, a woman to Steamship parts
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
of the world. ,
cook; family of three adults; no
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
washing or sweeping. Apply at 903
315 West Railroad Ave.
B
West Copper avenue
PRIVATE OFFICES.
m
A competent clerk, must
WANTED
Evenings.
Open
speak English and Spanish and
Correscome well recommended.
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
Los
iih Simon Neustadt,
pond
l.unas.
WANTED To trade bouso and two
lots on South Second 6t., No. 724,
for property In Long Beach, Cal. Address John Krlck, 431 East Second FIVE-ROOMODERN
HOUSE IN
street, Long Beach, California.
THE HIGHLANDS AT A BAR
WIANTED Lady or gentleman, with
GAIN THIS WEEK.
some ability, for a good business position; salary from $12 to $18 per
week, and chance for advancement.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits
Address "M," care Evening Citizen.
Man with $5,000 or more
WANTED
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.
can secure interest lu good paying
manufacturing
business.
established
110 West Gold Ave.
Work is light. Salary $1040 per year
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
to start with. No trades. Don't
Solomon Luna, Presiuent; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W J
money.
you
have
the
answer unless
Johnson, k sst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. c. Baidrldge, SoloAddress Opportunity, care Evening
mon T.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croawell.
Citizen.
SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEV

MONEY to LOAN

g

IS1G

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

remarkable display of meteo
ric stars seen over a large pari
of North America.
1R38 Convention of the IJberty party
ally mi Weekly if
held at Warsaw.
TSm Citizen Publishing Company 1S9I Secretary Carlisle Issues a circular calling for bids for a second issue of $10,000,000 of
boads.
November 14.
1752 Washington starts for William-buron peTili,as Journey ihrough
the foreRt to inquire purposes
of the Invading French at Fort
Itocuf.
of Bernalillo County 1846 Commodore David Conner oc
OffllaJ
cupies Tampico, Mex.
City of Albuquerque.
1R60 Alexander H Stephens delivers
Prw After.. DliNtchM.
a union spech before tho tScor- Urptt City u4 Cnrnty ClmilatlM.
gia legislature, which creates
TN lartMt Nmr Mmka ClralitlM.
marked sensation.
lirrwt Nortticni Ariron ClmiUtlo. 18i4 a(5cn.
Sherman burns a part of
Atlanta.
of people needing medicine, by
1F67 At the naval observatory,
the
keeping neat, clean,
fall of 1.000 meteors in twenty-drug store.
one
;nlautcs Is seen.
1F81 Trial of Charles Gulteau. the
assassin of President (larfield, 4 We hold their patronage
begins.
D
By supplying them promptly, acISSN
of condemned Raid!
Friends
and at a fair price,
curately,
Knob outliiws la Missouri seize
with tha best of everything in
and 7inng five of tho leading
our line.
witnesses against their compan- -

1UE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

omcKRm and oimmcToRm
JOSHUA S. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

.......'.

H. K. RAYNOLDS

U. . DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

T

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

ry

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
,
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o the WoriA

We Want Your

6--

O. N.
.

Marron.

D. II.

Wm.

cams. J.

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
Jay A. Hubbs.
A. Weinman. F. H. strong.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

46-4-

two-stor-

y

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION.

Inspect Our Holiday Offerings of
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS AT $3.00
PER DOZEN.
Why Pay More? Open Sundays.
MILLETT STUDIO.
215

West Railroad Avenue,

o
Cc gh
Sells More of Chamberlain's
Remedy Than of All Others

Put Together.
Thos. George, a merchant at Mt.
Ontario, says: "I have had the
local KKcucy for Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy ever bince It was Introduced
into Cinada, and I sell as niiu h of it
have on
is I do of all other lines
my In Ives put together. Ot the many
'!"' us sold under guarantee, I have
I can
not liad one botllo returned.
in iMinally recommend this medicine
as i have used it myself and given U
my children and always with the
I'cot results." Tor sale by all drugMr.
KIki ti,

KILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNC8

AND

WITH

Dr. King's

Nov Dis'covory
0NSUMPTI0N

,
o
OlUzen Want ad does

Try one,

.

the

work.

miititJi

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD RELIABLE."

60c $1.00
Fret Trial.
Surest and ttuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUB
LES, or MONEY BACK.

0

Dr.

M'llUanis'lndtunPlle

Hutment will cure Uliiid,
and
Helium
11U k. li utNorLi.stbe tuiuuru.
;iiluM the .
al
itru
.i a ixiiilu-idrii liistunt re
lit-1ill laiu.' Ind tun Me Oint-Hit-t- il
lr.i iHi'inir.-tJu-hfur liituml
Kvt-rIn i of Mm iriwii
bnx Is
Kirt4.
l.y until im rt- iiv tlrni'i-ls- ,
t.urr.iliit-il- .
!M i t Ilia ult.l
I.IHI.
tit Jin,
WILtlAfcS
lllt-tii-

KIUf iCIUKING CI., i'rous.. i i.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN

t

oi..,.
SON.

1873.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
A

RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

AVENUE.

ooooaoootoeoo
C.

M.

at

.T.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo,.s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUlLJJlNu PAPER Always in ttock. Plaster, Lime. Cement.. Patnt,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

OLDS

i

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY

Price

1

A

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

OUGHIand

--

gists.

Wholesale Grocers

Third and Marquettt

Both Phones

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkole Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

0
0
0
o
0
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HERE'S A BUNCH OF NEWLY
'
GOVERNORS
ELECTED

PAftt THRtC.

"POOR MAN'S GUSHER"

$2,862

FLOWS
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iW.

if
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&M
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Felf.
Now Mr. and Mrs. Rapp a re handl- Ing grea.' rolls of Iiank not
own which come In at th e rate of

.V C

a day.
Rani) struck an oil gusher the oth- er dnv. and it made him rich at 57,
after more than 4 years or hard.
Incessant, often painful, told
2.Sti2

Republican, Elected
Governor of Nebraska.

L. Sheldon,

G.

F.

M.

r

Warner, Republican,
Governor of Michigan.

B.

i

ELECTION IN NEW
r-'f-A

YORK SEEMS

i

Republican Presidential

Special Correspondence.
Washington, Nov. 14. A prominent
senator ia town this week expressed
the cplalon that the chief result of
J he receat election will be to clarify
the muddled political atmosphere and
restore aonnal conditions. As one
evidence that his contention Is correct, he points to the fact that Tammany bag come out of the fight with
colors flying and can be counted on
aa a power In New York politics for
some time to come. Not only will
Tnmmaay dictate to the New YorK
democracy, but because it is in a
position to so dictate it will have tremendous influence in the next national
democratic conveation.
It is the eeator's opinion that Mr.
Hryaa will be the democratic nominee
two years hence, but that he will
have to ptand on a platform far more
conservative thaa would have been
the case had Mr. Hearst been elected governor of New York. Most political observers agree with the senator
in thin respect. There also 1s a widely prevalent belief that on a
Dlatform Mr. Bryan will
not be able to hold the radical Hearst
following, and that there is likely to
prestdntlal
be a third aad radical
ticket in th field, with Mr. Hearst
a stbe most probable nominee.
While politicians of all shades 'of
belief are disposed to give President
ilooaevfclt large credit for the results
of ike election, it is noteworthy that
there is less talk than formrly of
the necessity of Mr. Roosevelt's con- seating to accept a third term, ic is
contented that with the south demanding conservatism and radicalism
defeated in Nfew York, Mr. Bryan
must put aside some of his radical
preachments or be himself put aside.
With democracy aad radicalism
the threatened conditions
which, in the opinion of many Republicans would have demanded the
nomination of Roosevelt, will not
exist and some republican other than
Hoosi'veit roiiM lead the party to vic- -t
ory.

There lia Nen coasiderable talk
Charles H. Hughes as likely presiprovided he makes
dential timber,
governor of New York. I'rom-iru'ii- '.
ao.xl
republicans in Washington do
not Uke kindly to the idea, basing
it'.eir objection to Hushes on the theory t hat Tie could never be a popular
hero.
Tbern is in his personality,
T!:ey say, nothing attractive to the
people, ami in a aational contest he
would not. have the benefit of the
I'Xral condition!) which resulted in his
flection Hi Kovernor.
Ia fact, the
opinion in gaining ground that Mr.
Hughes iiad personally very little to
do with the New York result, antagonism to Mr. Hearst having been t.ie determining factor in deciding the governorship.
' As Indicated several days ago, Secretary Rofit'f I'tics speech has caused
Homeihlag of a revival of talk of Mr.
Hoot as a 'presidential candidate, but
as yet th talk is not given serious
weight among republican politicin".
Secretary 'faft sems to have a long
load over the field and his boom
would now have formidable propor-Hon- s
but for the fait that the repub- organization
la Ohio is not
;;reatly disposed to Mr. Taft's favor.
Thern in even talk that Ohio's delegation in the next republican national
convention may be instructed for Senator Fvraker. In a nunilxr of noiaule
instances presidential candidates have
lieen named wt:ea they were opposed
by their own state delegations, but
it is a serious handicap for any man to
overcome and Mr. Taft will have to
Krow largely throughout the country
if he ia to Jet. aside the natural order
of thinrH political.
!

lii-u-

LORDCcaZON

MAY

BE

BRITISH AMBASSADOR.
Wellington has been greatly Interested in the. gossip concerning Lord
Curzoa as a possible successor to air
Henry Mortimer Hurand as British am- l.asfca.dor to the I'nited States. It is
i ho opinion of diplomatic
circles nat
liis appointment would have been almost a foregone coacluslon had it not
for the recent death of his wife,
who bofore marriage was Miss Mary
l.eiter. of Chicago and Wushington.
Th Hrltish ministry could not have
niaiii) a more happy appointment, as
lidy Cnmin was us popular In Wash,
itigtoa as Hhe. proved herself to be in
londun and iu ludlu, where during
her husband's service us viceroy she
accomplisbfi; wonders by lur tact and
irraoes.
Whether Ir,i Cuizon, iu view of his
bereavement, would care to accept
tlie Washington post is problematical,
but should be be appointed he would
reo. lve a wuriu and biucere welcome
lo the American capital. Aside from
th persccar worth of lxrd Curzon,
a high regard for him
America t
bi-e-

nn II i

REVIVE
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v1 h X
Governor F. R. Gooding, Republican,
Governor of Idaho,
because he treated his Americas wife
men belleva wives
as American
should be theated. The well known
mutual affection and esteem whlcn
existed between Lord and Lady Curzon is in striking contrast to tne. recently disclosed misery of some international marriages. It is undoubtedly true that these disclosures nave
greatly increased" Lord Curzon's popularity.
QUESTION OF TARIFF CHANGE
REMAINS YET IN DOUBT.
A number of prominent republican
members of congress who came to
Washington to see the president Just
lefore the latter's departure for Panama, made vain efforts to learn what
Mr. Roosevelt will say in his forthcoming message oa the subject of tariff
revision. The most arrogant of the
stand pat republicans are stm arrogant, but among other senators and
representatives there is a desire to
give the country assurance t&at the
republican party is not unalterably
committed to the Dingley schedules.
There is no serious thought that revision can be attempted at the coming short session, but undoubtedly an
attempt will be made to commit tne
leaders to consideration of the subject by the sixtieth congress.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Small Holding
Claim No. 2999.

Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 19, 190G.
Notice U hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim tinder sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854.), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
Albuquerque, N. M., on December 6,
lV'iti, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
Carpenter, N. M., for the Tracts 1, 2,
3 nnd 4, Seclon
19.
Township 11
North, Kange 6 East.
we names the following wl:nesaes
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty veara npvr rirceH n t thn Biir.
vey of the township, viz: Francisco,
Montez. Leonard Skinner,
M. Skinner and Marcellno Crcppiu, J.all of Car- i

Any person
against the alio
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an onportunli v at th.
mentioned time and place to cross-ex- omuie me witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that sulinii-teby claimant.
MANUEL K. OTERO,
Register.
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Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
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Year.
By Willard MOman.
Special Correspondence.
June,
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 14. In
1807, the American Frigate Chesapeake had Just lieen fitted out at the
Norfolk navy yard, and was passing
out of Hampton Roads, with a new
and untried crew und only a few of
her guns on board. Commodore
James Barron, whose broad pennant
floated from the mainmast, was, however, round of his ship, as she was
new aad was considered one of the
finest models in existence, and was
named for the great waterway near
his birth place, at Hampton. NeverChcasapeake
theless, the
was that day destined to begin a
career of misfortune which was to
end only with the death of Lawrence
and her capture by the Frigate Shan-

Jas. H. Davidson, Republican, Reelected Governor of Wisconsin.

is right
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Edwin S. Stuart, Republican, Elected
Governor of Pennsylvania,

Our Work

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Workj

Of National Character In Us
Next

Any Body May Now Run on

TlcKet.

i h

Brooks, Republican,
Governor of Wyoming.

MEMORIES

NATIONAL

.

B.

.'jtwtV
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Special Correspondence.
Franklin. Pa.. Nov. 14. Two weeks
ngo Andrew Happ was one of tne poor- eFt of the men who worK aiong tlie
hillside oil fields In this vicinity.
He was ohilzed to work v erynard.
and his wife pinched and wo: rkedhcr-- i

A.

are right

A DAY

555
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All Kinds

TWO WEEKS AGO ANDREW RAPP
SLAVED AND
AND Ull WIFE
PINCHED UP IN THE OIL REGIONS
NOW THEY GET A FOR.
TUNE EVERY DAY OUT OF THE
OIL WELL KAPP STRUCK.

v

Our Prices

non.
As the Chesapeake passed Sewell's

Point, on Hampton Roads wnere the
Jamestown
Exposition
is to be held in 1907 Just one hundred
years later she was sighted by the
lookout of the British Frigate Leopard, lying in Lynnharcn bay near-b- y.
The Leopard, accompanied by
another British war vessel, put on
airmail and ran out to sea ahead of
the Chesapeake. The Chesapeake followed them to sea, her men busily
engaged in stowing the mass of rigging that littered her decks.
Beyond the capes the; British frigate signalled taat her captain had a
message for Commodore Barron. The
message was a letter from Vice Admiral Berkeley, a commander of tne
British fleet in American waters, directing all British cruisers to stop
and search the United States ship
Chesapeake
6he be enwherever
countered, and to take from her, if
found, four deserters from the British
navy. At this time the people of -e
United States were much excited over the impressment of American seamen by the British, to serve in their
ships of war.
Commodore Barron refused to allow
the search, anxl made sail to proceed.
The British ships, thereupon, hauled
off and gave the Chesapeake a broadside, killing and wounding twenty-sevemen. On board the Chesapeake
every effort was made to return the
fire, hut few of the guns could bo
brought to bear on the enemy, and
no fuses and little ammunition werj
available.
A lieutenant .on board, maddened
at rtic thought of his ship's surrendering without firing a shot, ran to the
cook stove In the galley, and picking
up a live coal in his bare hand, returned to the gun, and succeeded in
discharging It, using the coal as fuel
fuse. The Chesapeake was obliged
to haul her colors down.
The British took from the nhip four
men, who they claimed were British
subjects. This Incident was largely
responsible for the outbreak of the
war of 1812.
Although the Jamestown Tercentennial is national in scope and importance, yet on account of Its location, near the cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News, Va.,' an unequalled opportunity ia afforded to exhibit the mineral resources of the
soutn. To this end arrangements have
been completed and an elaborate and
comprehensive display of the minerals
and ores will bo made which will Invite the attention of capital to the
enormous and undeveloped deposits
found throughout sections
or the
south.
At the present time there are minerals found in greater quantities
and mined more extensively in the
southern states than in anv other
part of this country.
For Instance
North Carollnu produces nearly all
of the mica In tlie United States, anu
with her Mster state, South Carolina,
furnishes all of the mnnazite that is
produced and the latter is the only
state that supplies tin. Both of these
states are producing the finest grades
of koulin, for which there is a demand beyond the supply by the lotteries. Virginia produces by far the
largest amount of manganese anii
tuat is found in the country, while
Georgia. Alabama and Arkansas furnishes all of the bauxite that is usel
in the manufacture of metal aluminum and aKlflclul corundum.
Virginia and Georgia also produce the
bulk of the asbestos, while Tennessee,
South Carolina and Florida practically supply all the phosphate rock obtained in this country.
Possibly the tivo ni(t promising
and profitable epeiili.s In connection
with the d vclopinent of the mineral
resources of the south are
to building stones and dny
products. A lurse field is offered in
this line, which promised stilttan-'ia- l
returns on I h.- amount of

ANDREW RAPP HURRAING A TANK TO THE WELL.
That is why ihey call the r..pp that the men were compelled to shut
the well down and move tie boiler
well "The Poor Man's Gusher."
Now rich and poor alike are look- back from the danger zone.
ing for more gushers. Kapp has the
Then the drill was started again,
best chance, as the land which he is nnd when it got three feet further
working on a ltase is all around the down there was a recoil of the tope
bfg well. He may get several wells end the fluid began to spurt out. Then
more like It.
it gushed, and before the men could
Sharing his fortune is another poor realize what was taking place the oil
msn, Wintherup, who owns the farm. was shooting as high as the derrick.
He and his wife had to eke out tneir The spray covered the derrick and all
existence in their declining years oy the trees around.
boarding oil men. Ag the lessor of
Before Rapp and his astonished
the land he is entitled to one-eighelpers could curb tho flow, more than
of the oil it produces. The Rapp well 100 barrels had been lost.
will net him $15 an hour.
The record of the well tor the first
Happ is an Industrious man' who few days indicates that it is good for
has been nn oil operator la a small "3 barrels an hour, or 1800 barrels a
way for years in a supposedly played-oday. A' the present price of Pennsyl
Venango-c- o
field. The wells have vania crude this would net 12,862 a
been
to
ones.
day.
It was like gleaning a Kansas wheat
A reporter found Rapp hard at work
field after a
passed
bad
at bis well. When the suggestion
over it. Rapp "nad a pnrtner in the was made that he would probably
Wintherup lease near Kennerdell, take himself and family to Franklin
but the latter became disgusted with or some other town, he answered:
the poverty and sold out his share
"No, sir; these old hills shall see
to Rapp aliout five years ago.
me In my wealth Just as they have
Rapp had to borrow the money. In seen me in my "poverty. My lot bo
fact he has been almost always in debt far has been a hard one, and I befor machinery and supplies, so hard lieve that I am entitled to ease and
was the struggle.
comfort the rest of my days, and I
He had a great deal of faith in the intend to spend them right here."
field, however, as the indications,
Mrs. Rapp, the wife, said that the
feeble Ihough they were,, made him wild hills of Clinton-to- p
were good
believe that gome day there would be enough for her, too. Sue was will- a worth while flow of oil.
Ling to live in the small home that
The gusher Is in a thick hemlock nas sneitered her and hers for so
forest on the bank of a creek. When many years, "though," slie added, "I
the drill had gone two feet into the don't want to work as hard in the
sand there was an Immediate ' flow future as 1 have In the past. I am
of oil and a gas pressure so strong nearly worn out."
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self-bind- er

LET'S BIG AUTO

Afternoon Newspaper
I
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE 'EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, i vt H Ot
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NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER, COLO.
1906. For abovo occasion ticket will be sold for on far
NOV.
plus $2.00 for tho round trip to Denver, Colorado 8prlnga and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS. IOWA MINNESOTA, NE
d
. BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
fare for round
trip. Ticket on aale Oct 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days fror
date of sale.
COMMERCIAL
CONGRESS, KANSAS CITY, MO- NOV.
1906. Rate 930.75 for round trip. Ticket on sale Nov. 17.
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28. Thl can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
DECEMBER
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets wilt
be sold at rate of $42.23. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Horn
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the Eat.
14-2-
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E. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque
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SANTA
Just how to
"crushed alive" under the wheels
New York, Nov. H.

be wUen confronted by Marino.
''Strength to resist the heavy
of

an automobile, get up and laughingly
the dust from your eoattails, is
(lemonsi rated by Otto .Marino in the
latest vaudeville thriller.
Twice a day on the ktau.- of a popular priced theater, the German athlete siretches himself o i the floor and
permits a
car, weighing more thin two n - s, to pass ov r
his body.
The human in cushions, glass eaters and
gentry of the
sideshow resemble plugged nickels
-

Iron-okulle-

A
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Year of Blood.

will long be rememThe .ar
bered in the home of F. N. Tucket of
Alliance, Ky., as a year of blood;
which flowed so copiously from Mr.
1903

Tucket's lungs that death seemed very
uear. 11
writes: "Severe bleeding
from the lungs and a frightful cough
nail brought me at death's door, wueu
I began taking Dr. King's Now Discovery for Consumption, with the astonishing result that after taking four
bottles
was completely restored and
as tlm
lias piuwn permanently
cured." (luaranteed for sore lungs,
coughs and cold.-- , at all druggists.
$1
cent- - an-Price
Trial bottle
free.
1

fTciUNCII

Effective December 10, 905

e
Eastbound.
Westbound.
cxiilalna it," says tho German.
No.
426.
twenty-siStations.
practiced
No. 425.
"I
the act for
weeks, using a light machine at first
and gradually Increasing the weight.
Pueblo
3:00am
11:05 pu
The trick is to let the wheels pass 4:35am
Colo. Springs
9:40 p m
over the hips, if they passed over 7:30 am Ar. Denver Lv.
7:00 p m
my head my lamp would go out."
Eapanola
12:61 pm
1:26pm
The car, carrying seven passengers 11:00 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 pm
is sent around the stage at full tilt.
3:00pm
11:36 p m
Barranca
Marino falls before the wheels, but Is
4:02 pm
10:29 p m
Servllleta
particular to fall in the right position, 4:32 p m
10:00pm
Tree Pledraa
Iube
would not
afraid to let 6:45 pm
lie
8:10 pm
Antonlto
any atito run over him.
8:30pm
Alamosa
6:40am
2:11pm
12:26 p m
Embudo
Trains atop at Embudo for dlrner
Made Happy For Life.
where good meals are served.
(in-ahaprluess came luto the horn
Blair, school suixrlutendent,
of S.
Connections.
at St. Albans, W. Va., when liU little
At Antonlto, for Durango, Blivertoi
restored
from (be and Intermediate points.
daiiKloer was
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
dreadful complaint be names. He says:
points, via either the
".Nty little daughter had
St. Vitus' intermediate
standard gauge line via La veta Pas.
dance, which yielded to no treatment or
the narrow gauge via Sallda, makI, Liit grew H'eailily
worse until as a last
the entire trip In daylight and
resort we tried Electric Bitters; anu J ing
rejob e to fay three bottles effected a passing througa the FAMOUS ROYAL
completi cure." Quick, fcure cure lor GOUGE. Also for all point on th
nervous romplalnts, general debility, Creede branch.
A. 8. DARNEV, Traveling Frelihi
impoverished
weaknesses,
female
blood and malaria. Guaranteed by all and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. C. P. A..
druiju-ists- .
Price 60c.
Denver. Colo.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Try a Citizen Want ad.
BREAD and take no other.

THE SHORT LINE
FROM

COLORADO
To--St.

ma-ciiin-

x

t

Illinois Central R.R.

Paul, Minneapolis,

Oufuth

AND THE NORTHWEST,

the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 sventeenth St,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON.
Commercial Aflt

ONE NIGH1

To
MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA.
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
CHICAGO.

The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mans-phl- s,
Vlcksburg,
Evanivllle,
lad.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jacksonville. 71a., and all other points in
Miss Edna Williams baa resigned
her position at the Golden Rule Dry
Goods store, and left this morning; on
No. 2 for a visit to HoUington, Kaas.
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Our Clothing Is Union Made
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Look for the Union Label

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
8HIPNIENT OF THIS SEASON'S CROP OF NEW

On Our Garments!

A

SHELLED WALNUTS,
SHELLED PECANS,
SHELLED ALMONDS,

We ask no more tor our ciean, well madp Clothing
other stores ask for "Sweat Shop" work.

ALMONDS,
BRAZILS,
PECANS,

TROUSERS... $1.75,
SUITS
OVERCOATS.

FILBERTS,

IMPORTED CHESTNUTS.
NATIVE CHESTNUTS,
ITRON,
ORANGE PEEL,
LEMON PEEL,
RAISINS,

00OCK00CKXC0XXXXXXXX0

than

$2.00, $2.50, $3.50 to $5.50
$12, $15, $18 to $25
$10, $15, $18, $20, to $25

:....$10,

O
O

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
g SHOES PJJB
o
O
o OOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO o
,

Boys' and Children's Clothing, Hats, Furnishings, etc. Union
Made and at fair prices.
You will further your own interest,
Mr. Union Man bv
wearing our Union Made Clothing.

CURRENTS.

Clothing, Furnishings

WE ALSO HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT
INOF BULK PRESERVES.
.
CLUDING
--

STRAWBERPRESERVED
RIES,
PRESERVED LOGAN BERRIES,
PRESERVED RED CHER
RIES.
BLACKBERPRESERVED
RIES.
RASPBERPRESERVED
RIES,
AND ARE SELLING THEM AT
THE UNIFORM PRICE OF
25c PER POUND.

cam

Rugs. Crockery, Glassware, Furniture
We carry a complete line
of the well known

"Karpen"
Goods

X)OOXXXXXXXC0XKX)XKXX0XCKX
CANNOT TEA BE GOOD
CROP IN NEW MEXICO?

o
o
o
o
o

We sell Union Made Clothing because It is the best Ctattaln
Our garments are madj by well paid, skillful Union WoNf
men, employed bjr Manufacturers with fair principles and fair
practices.
It Is made tinder sanitary conditions in clean, trell renti-latework rooms.

that's made.

num-bero-

Master, Is fairly entitled to be called a Christian neither his name nor his habitation has been made public.
While It is true that the nations called Christians are
the lending powers of the earth, and that the story or
Christ and His religion has been and still remains the
most wonderful, the most glorious story ever told, yet
It is undented and undeniable that In order to Insure
domestic tranquility and preserve their territorial Integrity those nations feel compelled to set aside Christianity, to employ brute force, and to kill not only
The greatest
the heathen, but "Christian brethercn.'
of all human Interests is war. It absorbs more of human effort, both Intellectual and physical and more of
human life than an, other Interest. And in spite ot
the progress of ideas that make for peace, the cost of
war of armies, navies, fortifications, and pensions
is on the increase. It is deemed indlspensible to net
lonul safety and honor to be prepared for war. The
sentiment that we must have a great navy is almost
of the Gospel ot
As the whole tenor
universal.
Christ Is in sharp conflict with all this, does it not
follow that not only are there no Christian nations, but
are the
doctrines and
that
And
chief Interests of the nations Call) I Christians?
If It be admitted that the employment
of organized
brute force Is an Indispensable national necessity, are
a imtrlntlc
ire not foreeil tn the conclusion that. It
duty of government to persist enly violate ' the most
solemn and Impressive teachings or the Prince ot
Peace? Granted that the human race Is trending upIt Is perward and that is truo beyond question
mitted us to hope that there will come- a time, a long,
happy time, when human conditions will lie such that
a government based on Christianity will be possible,
It Is well enough to long for the coming of those con
ditions, but It is folly to assume that they are here.
Washington Post.
t

190.

14,
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PEOPLE?

f
' That the apprachlng legislature should make a
000000X)00XX0OOOOOOOCKX0XX
Terr thorough changes In the present election law.
It. is of course, well known, an old familiar truth
neema to go without any effort at denial.
strictly speaking, there Is not a Christian nation,
that
requireexplicit
the
more
make
to
One of these la
power,
government, or people on this globe. And if
Held,
the
In
having
tickets
ment that all the parties
among all the people of all countries one man
be
upon
there
at any particular election, shall have representation
who, Judged by his fidelity to the precepts of the

J

,

national demand cause their develop,

8

FAULTY ELECTION LAWS

vL

.

nnsBtlnfled

ooooooocKooooa

sub-milte-

,

this

5 IS THIS A CHRISTIAN

representation shall
the election boards, and that auch
several
elected by the organliatlons representing theright oy
penalties for violation of tnis
The
parties.
!
or otherwise, should
boards of county commissioners,
to be deterrent.
ornorous
sufficiently
'exact
and
he made
represent- Also, the penalty for preventing challengersfield and the
In
the
' inB all the parties having tickets
challengers pro and con on each separate question
es-- the
Pn
other than the voting on Candida helng present
from
challengers
these
' alty for preventing places,
with the judges
, within the voting
and heavy ,.s to .liter
explicit
so
made
be
should also
exclusion.
mv from attempting their
expect a Pimary
Of course, the people want and
In
which will permit the various parties a
.TlrSntry to select their candidates for office by U
respective memlr of such parties, while
of
tL unobstruced right of any Individual ot
1 be
present himself as candidate for nomination
party n pr mar,
. fo anTomce ln the gift of the people, his
desire him as
they
not
or
Section
whether
,
to determine

i

not

CITIZEH.

mcnt.
Let us by all means Iffcvo the constitutional convention. The delegates have been elected by the people,
they are well qualified for the position, and Innumrable
benefits will accrue to the territory from their labors.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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WE GUARANTEE THE QUALITY OF THESE GOODS AND
THEY WILL GIVE YOU SATISFACTION. INCLUDE SOME
WITH YOUR NEXT ORDER.

Will the tea plant prosper in the United States?
As the reader may already know, tea, like lettuce or
the.
for
They are unquestionably
potatoes, is a general term, covering several sorts or
The Citizen is indebted to the New Mexican
s..on
!
of
the
personnel
of
the
varieties, writes Rodney H. True in the American
following resume
the best. The new styles
Dcn'l Forget Our Bakery
It will doubt Monthly Review of Reviews for September.
Experi- Mmbted New Mexico territorial council.
lik-S1
Citizen:
omioaso
The
the readers of
have been carried out on a practical scale at
we are receiving daily for
less be of interest to all thirty-seventlegislative assem incuts
many of the most important sorts.
Summerville
with
The council of the
favorably
our Xmas trade are a revvjninese sort, uragon s fool tea, Known in its
My of New Mexico will compare more than
United a cnoice
mith an, similar body elected this year in the of the own land from the celebrated garden furnishing It
elation in beauty and dehas proven very successful. This, Is a hardy plant, ol
States even In the most populous and richest
Btates.' Its twelve members are as follows: First dis- mcdl'im size, good yielding capacity, and capable of be;
ii.:-.sign. Our installment plan
Stockton, stock ing made into excellent green and oolong teas.
It
trict. Colfax and Union counties, M. B. Malaqulas
,
"Good Things to Eat"
averages from 250 to 300 pounds of dried tea per acre
works to perfection.
raiser; Second district. Taos and Mora.
annually. A second and very useful sort is a variety
stock raiser and farmer; Third district, Rio Arriba
DAY
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME
merchant and widely introduced into this country many years ago,
and San Juan counties, V. O. Sargent,
A, Spless, L'imivn na Afianni tfvlirlfl
IHEV ARE RECEIVED.
.
tu a
u
varlnlv
stock raiser; Fourth district, San Miguel, Chas.
Quay. thought to have
House Furnishe'S
produced by crossing the large- Fifth district. San Miguel. Guadalupe and
House Furnishers
been
lawyer;
capitalist;
'
anu
me
i nis lea, pel naps
Annum,
James S. Duncan, railroad contractor and
vuiuene.
leaiea
iurni
mtMMWHMtlM
E. A. partlty because It has long been in this country, grows
Sixth district. Santa Fe and Sandoval couuties,
' Mlera, .merchant, stock raiser and farmer; Seventh ddis--a very rapidly and produces, when at its best, as high
' as 500 pounds of dried tea per acre annually. The leal
.' trlct, BernaHllo. Joseph F. Sulzer. capitalist; Eighth
merchant
Chaves,
McKlnley.
Jacobo
and
nas a
coiiainueni uunering rrom me uniuese
trtct. Valencia
and Siena. variety cneuncai
district.-Socorrin such a way as to make It best fitted for the
and atock raiser; Ninth
'
Luna.
district,
Tenth
making of black tea.
Harvey B. Richards, merchant;
Another very valuable variety
SOLOMON
T. C. NEAD, Treacarer atti Maoajer
LUNA,
1 "WILLIAM McINTOSH, President
Eleventh
for this country comes from thehlll country of India,
Grant and Dona Ana, W. D. Murray, banker;
Dalles,
district, Otero. Lincoln and Torance, Carl A. repub-.- . and is called after the city of the region, Dnrjeeling.
i banker,
merchant and stock raiser; these are all
Darjeellng tea gives an average yield of 350 pounds
.1
or more per acre and has the valuable property of beTwelfth district, JMdy, Chaves and Roosevelt,
Jlcans.
;
ing convertible Into black, green or oolong tea. Kan
O. Comeron, lawyer, democrat.
gra tea, another valuable north Indian hill variety, and
Of these, Chas. A. Spless has served three terms
jitpaueHe ica, ciituauitrrizeu uere uy lis ruiuer suuiuy
the council of the assembly and so has James S. Duncan.
Malaquis Martinez has served one term lu the house yieia or very nign quality, nave given goou results
and four In the council. M. B. Stockton has served two With Formosa and Ceylon varieties from high altitudes
one (aiiove ti.uiiu teet), no convincing tests nave yet neen
'
termBln ihe house; and Carl A. Dalies three terms, good
concluded. It is clear that Summerville is too cold foi
as speaker. They are representative men, all in
WV
Since this
circumstances, well acquainted with New Mexico public the Ceylon plants from lower altitudes.
' affairs, stairghtforward and honest. - The fact . that variety is a great producer, success in growing It is
' there are hut two lawyers in the body will not hurt, quite much to be desired, it is cearly demonstrated that soil
nnit rtlmntA arn fnvnruhlo ti. tht Inviirinnt develon
jr with the foot"
the reverse it may do good. For the presidency of the
council, the New Mexican has brought out Chas. A. ment of several of the most, useful varieties of tea, and
The flexible sole Wed Cros-- .
Spelss. who stands at the head of the list in point ot he production at summerville fully equals and, hi
legislative service and experience. There is not a Byn some cases, surjHisses the production on nke areas in Shoe is c o
a b ie
read the Orient. The raw material of A tea industry may,
in the body who does not understand, speak and
the
start.
the English language. The bugaboo of "Mexican domina. therefore, be produced in favorable parts of the South
pUiL&il.-The burning and
Hon" cannot be invoked In this Instance, at least. Out The plant will grow. A further experiment, now being
Mexico
New
curried on In Tcvsh, near Wharton, by the department
of the twelve there are but three natives of
caused by stiff soles and the
descent.
of agriculture, In
with Mr. A. P. Borden, evils
of Spanish-Americaof thin soles are pro-vent- ed
will indicate how far success at Summerville Is due to
by the Red Cross. It.
local conditions. The American Tea Growing company.
FRAUD IN FRISCO
nrlvHtrt concern with which thu flenfirtmpnt lu also enables a wbnian to be on Y.tx
Fraj.
.
Here in one of the accusations which. the San
in
has gone into the production of tea feet for hours
at a time with
i
Cisco Chronicle of whose simon pure republicanism commercially. In Colleton county, South Carolina.
itu
' there Is no possibility of doubt brings against Abe Ruef plantations have not been completely plucked, but the comfort.
.
.It K!l V 3
LVAtinlun.. tuiDU
indications are distinctly iavorauie, uranting a con
'
"One of the things which has convinced everybody tinuance of favorable conditions in Colleton county.
ih r.nu prtrriintlon of our citv Kovernnient Is Ruef's we. shall soon have tea in a coastal situation.
shoe that's
, gross violation of the election laws In appointing none
and,
absolutely
lmt his own creatures on the election commission,
HOW TRUSTSGOT IN THEIR GRAFT PRONGS
i
mo far as could be managed, on the precinct election
The Internal revenue department is HtrauRcly sua- - comfortable
.
C.
O. D.
boards. The law on this subject is explicit. Each party picious of Itself. In putting Into effect the law (or dellmwe
by
bodies
on
represented
all
Scientific Optician
la entitled to be
naturalized alcohol it has thought It necessary to surwho in good faith belong to those parties,
ound ltselr with bo many technical safeeuardH. to set so
liiiiu-hon
The
unit wilt falthfullr guard their interests.
many thieves to catch other thieves, and to prevent
'
upon the
ored custom is to make these appolntmi-ntItself from swindling ItBclf in the process of denaturing
V
recommendation of the governing bodies of the different the original product, that it nas brought the cost lo a
He, or point that nullifies the larger usefulness of the law.
parties. From the first Ruef has ignored that.
n,it
",
A''
SsS Vattr.ts'Coil Biui.it.-fuPer Gallon
his dummies, have assumed to be the jude of men's
cents
It will make denaturl.ed alcohol cost thirty-fivfai.v"u0
"
uolltics and under the guise of 'republicans,' 'democrats' a gallon. At that price it will still bo a boon to manufacSpecial Price on Large Orders
t.i.oo
or unlon labor' men, has appointed his own satellites i turers who use it In their various processes and to the
Delivered to any part of the city
That is of chemists. Hut It is roblied of Its efllclency as a competi- Oxfords,
were reallv Ruef men and notliliiL' else.
AS
Itself Drlnia fucle evidence of Intended fraud most of tor of gasoline, Icing entirely too expensive for heat,
' '
us think It conclusive evidence."
linlit or pow'er.
High Shoes,
Tin- I'lotieer 1'rcss, one of the most consistent) and
Pboue Colo. Red 92.
The chief democrat organ of the territory ;iy lliut vainnlil.. nil ifMt - fif thfi luw heffir, Itu ii'iuuuirn beliCVCu
and $3. 50
$4.00
charges of fraud anil corrupt Ion in I he recent elect ion hat anotiiijr light w ill be necessary to free the law of the
Let us fit you.
have been mad openly by the democratic lerriioriiil n d lane in which it has been embalmed. Ii says:
managers. This is more than ihey did durum the cam
Tlie congressmen who voted tor the
free
SEE
l
paign, when in a manner that would be a
;ilci;hul hill iliil nut intetiil that I kIwiiiI.1 Km converted
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
thugs of the New York slums, they went aUout in tin. by the iiiiiniinilaOoiis of the internal revenue bureau intv
EYES TESTED FREE
121 West Railroad Ave.
We keep the quality oi our bread
dark to stub Delegate Andrews in the hack.
a gold lirlck lor the tanners.
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
They thought uiey were
Albuquerque
New
Mexico 114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M,
up to the highest. This Is possible
bestowing a boon, the beneficence of which would be felt
The deiuocruu are more than willing to it li the re on every larinstcml. Hut some flaws were left, in the bill
by using
publicans i;f the territory what duties aiv demanded of which enabled the internal revenue office which actively
the republican parly at the present time. When truth opposi-Its passage, to rob it of every cent of value as
The Best Flour,
and right accepts dictation from falsehood iu; wrong inoMiimg a cneap material ror power, Uglit ana tuei.
The Best Labor,
doing, the republicans may listen to these cmmisKarlcK
305 South First Street
The chief tools used by the internal revenue officials
of unrlghtiHiusnesH
The Best Methods,
in cheating the fanners out of the benefits expected from
Best 1 5c and 25c meals in
the law have been the requirement of the use of a large
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
Funeral Director and Licensed Enbaliner not only in mixing and baking, but
New Mexican: In Bernalillo county they wain a ie percentage of wood alcohol as a denaturizer,
$6.50
PER TON
Home cooking.
the require-incu- t the city.
duct ion of taxes paid for the siipMiri of the territorial
,f h separate inspector for every distilling plant,
o in taking care of
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
Phones
Special attention to ladies.
government. Now, the question arises, how long und and the limitation of th-- ; privilege
Sfl.50
PER TON ..
manufacture to dis
of
the
br"d
how xtronir will Ihev kick should xn uttemiil lu made tilleries haWng a capacity of not less than Suit gallons of
Avnu.
Cro.r Fifth
Short Orders at Ail Hours
youH
have to use Balling's Bread.
to reduce their appropriation for the maintenance and alcohol
day.
This last rule makes impossible the
operation of the I'niversity of New Mexico. Mtnated in manufacture of alcohol eve by .small groups .of farmers
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
PIONEER BAULKY,
the Duke City?
gel her, as In the case of
OT mourH
AND EXCHANGED
creameries.
Dally Optic; The democrats arc cluing H lot l' talk
OTTO KLEINWORT, Proprietor
livery one of these requirements U shown by thf
Association Offleo
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
Im?
hoped they experience of tienmuiy
about contest lnt? the election, it Is to
Tin- DnnMiuc uniicc
Transactions
$2.25 AND $2.75
riiTc
FOR
ami Cuba to be wholly unneces1 11 U
LLI I L llUUIillllU
HUUOL
Guaranteed
will. However, there In very littln chance of their iloins sary. In Cuba the alcohol Is
with a mixture,
denaturl.od
( lliit recommended by hi;
ao. They know thai the smaller the amount
Academy of Science, composed ot
w. r. r. ayb. NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
RosEHHEiD's,
faint upon their campaign iiiothodit. Hi" littler it will Ik "napihalliie und (formica!) aldebydrj.
used ut the rate of Headquarters
for Low Prices
for theui.
fifty centigrammes p,.r iher," and claimed to cost only
NO. 118 West Silver Avrnue.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
L. F. STUCKEL HAS HIS STAR
foil) seven ten thousandths of a cent per gallon of alco- on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
u. E. GALLOWAV. Manager.
The iuiporiuiion of pin iron into the cou.iuy from hol. The use in the 1'niicd tSatcs of wood alcohol, conW.'T,H
Jap-a-la- c.
KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
mutter for tiipmne biiiprittc.
(real Itii u i it
trolled by a trust, makes the cost of denaturing seven Brushes and
' ' '
WAL- FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
j
"
WINDOW
"nwtn,
FOR
HUDSON
SEE
bus vast und virgin deposits of irou. Why should and one half cents per gallon. imluth Tribune.
400 w. Railroad Avtnuo
TON'S DFiDC STORE.
i FIRST STREET.
GLASS.
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Jaffa Grocery Co.
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
CARNES,

THE BEST IN TOWN
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LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM
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t I.odi as soon as Mr. Lukens can
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HOW

ELECTION

ARRIVES ON SPECIAL

EXPENSES ARE
Train Reaches Albuquerque
Shortly After Twelve
'
O'clock Today.

PAD

TO BE

THESPIANS The Arizona Governor Sug
gests a Plan of Procedure
Rest Before the

TRAVEL WORN

Jose Armijo y Vigil.
One of tho prominent citizens of the
county, Jose Armijo y Vigil, passed
away yesterday at his Home , In
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today's trading, the general list
with the strength In these
Issues and much short covering occurred In the speculative specialties. The
money situation came III for less discussion today, call rates being nominally from five to nine per cent. It
wan expected
that same reaction
ould be seen in today's market and
in view of thnt much did not occur
we bxik for some tomorrow.
Total
sales 974.300 shares: monev closed
per cent.
American Sugar
1334
Amalgamated Copper
....112
155
American Smelters
43
American Car Foundry
Atchison, common
994
Baltimore & Ohio
1184
77
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
176
anadlan Pacific
h2
Colorado Fuel
17
Chicago Great Western
43
Erie common
144
.oulsvilie fc Nashville
93
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
234
75
National Lead
New York Central
128V4
45
Ontario & Western
.'
139
Pennsylvania
145
Reading common
29
Rock Island, common
:
94
Southern Pacific
182
St. Paul
33
Southern Railway
159
Tennessei Coalition
183
Union Pacific
47
United States Steel
104
United States Steel pfd
25
Green Cons
154
Calumet ft Arizona
ed

MARKET LETTER

rrnnge to accompany them.

Anna Maria Romero.
The death of Anna Maria Romero,
of 1216 West Railroad avenue, took
place
morning.
yesterday
Mrs.
Romero was In the sixty-fiftyear of
her nue and leaves a husband and
three sons.
The cause of death was
pneumonia.
Funeral services were
held this morning at the Church of
San Felipe de Nerl and Interment was
made in Santa Barbara cemetery.
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Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Nov. 12. Cattle receipts today are larger than last Monday and prospects are good for an Inert ased supply all week ns compared
modwith last, but the total Is
erate, Iti.tttiO head today. The general
market advanced 10 to 15 cents lmt
and Is
week." coveruig all classes,
steady to strong today, stockers and
feeders 5 to 10 higher. This class
ras not advanced with killing cattle
this fall, as feeders cannot forget the
s
at
losses itt recent years.
the yards believe we are entering a
cattle
period of high prices for
and
he feeling Is spreading to the country All fall, although the demand
Irunw country buyers has not been up
to expectations, packers have readily
cleaned up everything not taken up
by the country
buyers, at strong
prices and the market has continued
on a firm basis. Hogs and sheep have
n'rently benefitted by the Increased
demand with wehich tho production
has not kept pace and the fact that
cattle raising has not progressed very
much in the last few years as has
tre demand, Insures high prices for
the future. Receipts from Colorado
and the west continue liberal, but
the panhandle and New Mexico shipments are about all In. The market
Inst week was the highest of the sea- eon on Tange cattle. Several ship
ments of grass Colorado killing steers
void at 4.B0, and the bulk at 13.80
to $1.25. Colorado grass heifers reachH Hit, grass cows $3.50, very Tew selling below $2.75, stockers and feeders
mostly at $3.50 to $4.10. Panhandle
nntl New Mexico cows sold at $2.40 to
$3.10, veal calves up to $6.00, heavy
calves a quarter higher than the pre
vious week, selling at $3.00 to $4.50,
tills $2.15 to $2.60. stockers $3.00 to
$4.15 and feeders at $3.50 to i.20.
The supply of sheep and lambs con
tinues liberal, comprised mostly of
medium to common range stuff. The
market Is higher than a week ago.
but it has a weak tendency the last
few days. Supply today Is 8,0, mar
ket weak to a shade lower. The best
range lambs in the last week brought
$7.40, sales grading downwards to
$6.75, fed western lambs at $7.60 on
different days, yearlings $3.75 to $6.25
wethers up to $5.60, ewes $5.00 to
$5.40. The feeding end of shipments
Is very common aetl sheep selling
$4.25 to
$5.00, lambs
at
$o.75
to $6.00. Healers continue to predict
8 successful
season for feeders as
they say fewer sheep and lambs are
op feed than n year ago, while the
demand will be fully as large or largOld-timer-

Ranehos de Atrisco, as the result of
cancer. He leaves behind him a inrge
Seek Hotels For
family.
Mr. Vigil was a large sheep
to Commissioners.
also
Performance This
owner and ranenman anil w
Extlusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finactive In politics.
Evening.
morning
The funeral wbs held this
ishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
The following article, taken from t the Atriseo church, and burial was
to
Republican,
relative'
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
Phoenix
cemetery
the
at that
also made in the
Oh. horns airla we likt- - In be
holding of the recent election, has plBce.
tile
AT REASONABLE PRICES
Ami flit ui'on tho Mage.
the same bearing to- - New Mexico as
,
Mrs. F. Garcia.
Our many talents do, you
OUR RUQ DEPARTMENT it a revelation to these whs
it does to Arizona, and probably Gov:
Mali u. become the rage.
Mis. F. Garcia, wife of V. Garcia, a
visit It, btcaus of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
ernor Hagerman will pursue the same Hheepman, died of tuberculosis at 1
from ths best looms.
WV bat- with'.n tin? footlinhfs glare course:
o clock; thM morning. Burial will be
(ioverncr Kibbey has sent out a let at Santa Barbare cemetery.
Ar
Ureas.- paint is perfume sweet,
ter to the various boards of super rangements
Ve love (o Bee the Johnnies stare,
for tho funeral have
visors in rtiferenee to the payment of not been made owing to the abAs we Mow down the street.
the expenses of the late general elec- sence Of Mr.- Garcia, who cannot arsung
might
have
Thu'" what tliey
tion, lie states that some time ago in rive here before Friday. The body is
308-31- 0
Railroad Avenue
when tliey Rot off the special from El compliance with a request from the in charge of A. Borders, undertaker.
. . . . Staab Building
Paso, which arrived here shortly af- department he forwarded an estimate
no
ter noea today, hut there is
of the exDenses to be Incurred, the oo
In this matter of fact traveling Ject being to arrange for the payment AN ALBUQUERQUE
nd
over desert sand, for "The Maid
of the expenses out of the ii&u,w"
If you wish to qualify for business
tho Mummy" company arrived at Al- appropriated ty the statehood bill for
. W
58
Old Dominion
offer thorough
They
travel-worbunch.
buquerque a
CORPORATION
holding the election of delegates to me
112
North
Butte
should
you
courses In '
the
attend
hotels
Immediately repaired to local
constitutional convention.
opper
82
Range
t
to get a little rest for the performance
"Though this money has been apAnacondi
25
BOOKKEEPING
torsifrht which will bo greeted by one propriated and Is now available, there NOW BEING ORGANIZED
TO OP
16
Shannon
ENGLISH
asever
of the largest audiences that
has been no determination or me man
PLACER
DREDGERS
ERATE
BUSINE83 ARITHMETIC
sembled In the Elks' opera house.
ner In which it Is to be disbursed. It
ON A LARGE TRACT OF
Kansas City Livestock.
CORRESPONDENCE
The arrival of the troop with Us will probably be turned over to the
LAND IN NEW MEXICO
COMMERCIAL LAW
Chicago, Not. 14. Cattle receipts.
scenery
didn't department of the interior by the
carload of special
SPELLING
21.000; market 10 cents lower. Beeves
create much of a stir. The knots of treasury department and .be paid out
An organization Is now under way
SHORTHAND
$4,00i?i7.15; cows and heif. rs $2.50(fj)
curious ones about the Santa Fe sta- by the former on the presentation of for the promotion of a company to
TYPEWRITING
5.10; Blockers and feeders $2.4fi'4.r0;
tion, which assembled about 10: 30 the claims lor election expenses.
operate one of the largest
mining
AND
Texans $3.75J4.30; wes'erns $:l.9o?j
o'clock to eee tho arrival, gradually
"The governor Is not sure that all propositions ever conceived for thlB
6.10; calves I6.50fi7.75.
dispersed as the time flitted past and the expenses Incident to the holding territory. It is for the dredging of a
still no "show people."
t
of the election will be borne by the large tract of land for placer gold.
Write or call for full .
But tonight's the night for the stir. government, though he does not see The ground has been proved and Is
.
Mr. Warren, the chlet comedian of the how thev are to be separated.
The known to bo very valuable. The only
Information.
company, will make you laugh. If he holdlne of the constitutional election question for the company will be the
a
specialyou
had better consult
don't
for the payment of the expenses of securing of the organization and placist. "The Maid" Is here along with which the statehood Mil provides ing of stock on the market to raise
a
"Mummy,"
too.
And there are
the
would 'have cost no less than If it had a sufficient sum to equip the property.
Llbrmry Building, Albuqtmrqum, Nmw Mmxlco
lot. of other maids who will sing and not been combined with the general
This tract of placer ground has a
your
FOR TEN DAYS AND TEN DAYS
favor. election .except that the general elec value In gold, conservatively estimatdance themselves into
About forty people in all.
ONLY.
tlon was preceded by a proclamation ed, of more than $15,000,000.
sign
Is
"This Is our busy time,"
the
There are more than 60,000.000 cu
which was not contemplated by the
D
opera
hung oat at the Elks'
house bill.'
rie yards of gravel on this tract which
CHOCO- WALTERS BAKERS
this afternoon where the stage at"The governor points our that the will average 25 cents a yard: tho
LATE
35c
taches, capably directed, are arrang- government pays no claim without
maximum cost of extraction will not
7 CANS STANDARD CORN
50c
ins the scenery for the tuneful oddity. great deal of formality and generally be over 5 cents a yard, leaving a large
6 CANS CHAMPION PEAS
50c
up
go
place
of the payment is made after considerable profit for operation.
"S. R. O." will
la
WALTER'S BAKERS COCOA... 250
Manearly
sign
evening
for
this
other
Those who come In on the promo
delay. He suggests therefore that th
EXTRA STANDARD CAN FRUIT 15c
r
Matsoa of the Elks' announces chances of the delay be not Increased tion of this company will be on the r.
M PORTED
FRENCH
SAR
that all the seats have been taken.
by a carelessness In making out pround floor: that Is, they will put up
DINES, 2 FOR
250
Only In Use Two
All claims their money on the basis of two cents
claims for expenses.
KARO SYRUP
10c
STOCK SALES
carefully Itemized and verl a share, with the agreement that as
should
be
3 POUNDS FANCY HEAD RICE 25c
UNCLE JOSH WILL
1 LARGE
fled In order that the department will soon as the company is organized and
BOTTLE KETCHUP.. 15c
Second-han- d
not have to make Inquiry for further stock put oa the market they will
KIND8
EVAPORATED
ALL
explanation. The claims should be have their money returned and have
10c
FRUIT
PER
9.
La.
Kaiibas Cit. Nov.
Some sales of
BE HERE TOM
In duplicate, one copy to be retained the stock without cost.
Panhandle and New Mexico cattle BEST LAUNDRY SOAP SEVEN
For the people of limited means. litre this week:
bv the territorial secretary and the
25c
CAKES
1 GAL.
other to be forwarded to the depart who seldom If ever get the cnance to
117 Gold Avenuo
IMPORTED uLIVE OIL $2.50
M.
SprlnRer,
Mrs.
Gallagher,
N.
J.
aet In on the organization of an In
THIS CELEBRATED HAYSEED AND mentj'
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
HAY,
9
cows,
917
feeders,
$3.7u;
4'
lbs..
dustry, it Is an opportunity that
COMPANY WILL MAKE FUN
GRAIN, GROCERIES, PRODUCE AND
should not be missed. Those who go 933 lbs., $3.00; t bull. 1170 lbs., $2.30,
FOR THEATER GOERS.
FRESH FRUITS.
M.
192
MADE
N.
organ
Wm.
French,
Clfliarron,
TEMPORARY REPAIRS
into the promotion will be the
comedy-drumrichly
prolific
rural
97
366
645
$3.60;
lbs.,
That
calves,
Izera of the company, and will have stockers,
J. F. PALMER,
"Uncle Joeh Perkins," Is down
IDS., 14.00.
501 North First street.
the say as to its officers.
THE
PICKETW1RE
for a return visit to Albuquerque toON
There are a number of features In
Hart ft N Portales. ,N. M. 9
morrow night. The play of which
tils proposed company that cannot be stockers, 873 lbs., $3.45.
"Uncle Josh" Is the central figure,
any
explained la a brief article, but
Woolwine ft Nay, Portales, N. M .
possesses merit of the real sort and
172 cows; 869 lbs., $2.75.
WASHOUT YESTERDAY DELAYED one Interested may getW-- full Informa;
ELKS OPERA HOUSE
.at times is roundly
rep
ubhtt,
tion by callng on Geo.
Tho ; telephone
,, The telephone
preeervee yowr A
makss ...tho
C. Dougherty, Clayton, N.
TRAFFIC ON SANTA "FE"
i. 8S
and strenuous, and teaches a good,
resentative of the company, In the cows,
4 bujls, lo. lbs.,
762
lbs.,
$2.80;
MANY HOURS.
wholesome lesson all the way through
Commercial Club building.
duties lighter, tho cares less,
health, prolongs your life aM
the four acts. The atmosphere of
Thompson ft Thompson, Hereford
Thursday, November 15, '06
both farm and city life saturates the
protects
and
your homo.
worries
the
fewer.
Texas 72 cows, 817 lbs.. $2.85.
play, connected by a pretty tinge of
Station Agent Purdy, of the Santa OFFICIALlolfllEL-EGATEJ- O
J. M. Coburn, Washington Spur, N
romance, coupled with brusque mas- Fe.announced this morning that tern
M
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
64
44 steers, 1029 lbs.,
IN
$3.70;
YOUR
HOME
culine sympathy and natural country porary repairs to the bridge over the
CONGRESS stockers, 835 lbs., $3.50; 161 stockers.
attractiveness.
Its prlmitiveness Is of Picket wire river had been made and
'
IDS.,
668 lbs., $3.25;
147 COWS,
834
the fields End 1b as free from impurity that no more trains will be delayed
$2 80; 41 cows, 764 lbs,. $2.50; 47 bull
as the crystal springs, while the char- much on acount of the washout.
PRESENTS
s
IO30 lbs., $2.0.
,
acters usd to U'plty the city folks
The arrival of three trains was de
Majorities for Andrews.
n Q Snvlnr 1Titnj.n V ! 11 mil.
arr Interest lug and far removed from layed several hours by-- the washout Bernalillo
259
THE BIG FUN SHOW
tho ones usually worked In by the yesterday, which was occasioned by Colfax
771 ves. 233 lbs., $3.33.
J. Williams, Albuquerquif, S. M.
207
a torrent tumbling down the arroyo Dona Ana
dramatist to bolster up
cows, 1100 lbs., $3.25;
spaas Lincoln ..
stockers,
o
The character of "Uncle Josh" is one and carrying away two
vearlings,
lbs.,
lbs., $3.50;
76
that the auditor never grows weary of the bridge which crosses the McKinley . ?
SINGERS
DRUGGISTS
miles east of Santa Fe
of lu Its repetition, it Is full of rugged" Picketwire twenty-thret4 $3 50.
Wool wt ue & Nay. Bovlna, Texas,
DANCERS
wss, honesty and sincerity and at La Junta,
638
Sandoval
Mali Orders Filled Same Day Received. "
times quite plcturosque, combined
619 495 cows, 834 lbs., $2.95.
Trains No. 1, No. 7 and No. 9. due Socorro
AND
W. B. Stevens,
E.
P. Seward,
with that native Yankee shrewdness here last night, put in a belated ap Taos
362
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
313 Fpringer, 16 steers, 908 lbs., $3.75; DO
and simplicity so characteristic of the pearance this morning, as follows Torrancu
COMEDIANS
New England farmer. "Uncle Josh" No. 9 at 5:05. No. 7 at 7:40 and No.
1,40'J stockers. 691 lbs., $3.70; 4 cows, 867
Valencia
lbs.. t'.Hit.
will continue to live and amuse long at 8:55.
J. Horn, Clarendon, Texas 6 cows,
after some of the later day stage
The Picketwire river, which in a
..4783
Total
Finest Whiskies
068 lbs., $2.30; 18 cows, 825 lbs., $2.85.
As
characters have been forgotten. The treacherous stream, has given the
Majorities for Larrazoio.
play has been given a complete new Santa Fe considerable trouble on for- Chaves
T. M. Pyle, Clarendon, Texas 6
670
Everlasting
scenic equipment for the coming tour mer occasions. So often, In fact, that Kldy
593 talves, 298 lbs., $2.50; 27 cows, 659
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
,
Success
and many novelties in tie way of such, occurrences are regarded more Grant
437 ,11s., $2.10.
BARNETT,
Prbp'r.
JOSEPH
stage mechanism and light effects are as a matter of course than as be:ng Guadalupe
I.. C. Beverly, Clarendon, Texas 23
162
brought into requisition. High class extraordinary.
i b 1 cows, 711 lbs., $2.65.
I. una
SAMPLE AND
I
W. W. Taylor, Clarendon, Texas
and high priced specialties by artists
130
See Uncle
West
Railroad
Avenue
Mora
CLUB ROOMS
engaged specially for their fitness to
12s 29 cows, 793 lbs., $2.65.
Otero
County Fair
WVKing, Midland, Texas 51 skers,
furnish numbers
which harmonize OFFICIAL COUNT OF
221
Quay
with the play, are introduced from
218 1290 lbs., $5.15.
Kio Arriba
H. M. Garrett, Midland, Texas 16
time to time through the various acts.
62 J
Roosevelt
Watcb for Big Parade of Hayseed Band
Taken all In all it can safely be said
"68 stockers, 591 lbs, $3.00; y5 calves.
ANA
DONA
VOTE San Miguel
141 3.11 IDS., JJ.JJ,
Sinn I tin n
ihat the visit of "Uncle Josh Perkins
to Kiks' opera house will be taken
T. D. Hunt. Hereford. Texas 55
Price SOc, 78c ana 9 t.OO
b
Sierra
an ners, 729 lbs., $2.25; 9 stock helf- lull advantage of by playgoers and a
Grain, Groceries and
196
Meats,
I'uion
Correspondence.
Special
era, 644 lbs., $2.60.
bumper house will doubtless gyeet
Seats on Sale Wednesday, November 14
AND
PRUSSIAN
POULTRY
FOODS,
STOCK
AND VEGEFRUITS
republi13.
The
I.as Cruces, Nov.
him and his clever band of enjer-tainer.'
R. N. Mounts, Hereford, Texas 37
4457
Total
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
cans of Dona Ana county, knowing Andrews' majority on the othciul
cows. 894 lbsH $2.70; 3 cows, 716 lbs.,
Seats are .u sale at
501 North Firat Street
of The
Both Phone.
the extensive circulation
37 calves, 165 lbs., $3.75.
U , $2.85;
November 14.
returns . . .,
Kvening Citizen, have requested your
T. D. Hunt, Hereford, Texas 45
correspondent to have published iu
cows, 934 lbs., $2.85.
LEGAL NOTICE.
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
its columns the following official ma- I .ant Will and Testament of Cornell le
J. H. Wilson, Hereford, Texas 55
BI6 IMPROVEMENTS
Had a Close Cat).
PIONEER BAKERY
jorities received by the candidates at
B. Strother, deceased, to W. W. Ba14
helrers calves. 307 lbs., $3.50;
"A dangerous surgical operation. Inthe election held on Tuesday, Nov. 6.
con, Jr., and R. J. Bacon, Jr., execu- heifer calves, 181 lbs., $4.00.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor
volving the removal of a malignant
For statehood 1,222.
ON IN CARLSBAD
G. W. Robinson, Hereford, Texas
tors, Minna Waddell, E. Wegmau
(Successor to Balling Broe.)
One
ulcer, uh large as my band, from my
St richer, Mrs. Jessie Kelleher, and 45 steers, 1022 lbs., $3.25.
For delegates to the constitutional
(laughter's
hip,
was
by
prevented
the
WEDDING
.1.
F.
convention R. E. McBride, 548; I,.
D. Howard, l)alhart,
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
to ull whom It may concern:
Texas 86
527; Jose Gonzales, 506.
WEDNESDAY NOV. 14 application of llucklen's Arnica Salve"
You are hereby notified that the al eows, 763 lbs., $2.60; 16 heifers, 618
CAS FRANCHISE IS LET AND THE Elliott, delegate
Wo
says
patronage and wo guar-- ;
A.
desire
Va.
C.
Miletus,
W.
Stickel,
of
".
H. leged last will and testament of
to congress
For
lbs., $3.26.
WATER WORKS ARE
antee first class baking.
"1'ersinteut use of the Salve completeAndrews, 207.
1,. ft C. Co 156 stockers,
B. Strother, lute of the county
Hansford
BETTER.
ly cured it."
cures cuts, burns and 207 South First Street. Albuqnerque.
For territorial council W. I) Mur- of Bernalillo and territory of New 668 lbs., $3.25; 26 cows, 836 lbs., $2.80.
Mexico, deceased, has been produced
Owner. Panhandle, Tex. 40 steers, Richard Carle's Merry Musi injuries. 25c at all druggists.
Hy a vole of i:n f()r Hiw 51 against ray, 542.
II. B. J loir, :i:M; F. and read in the probate court of the 1060 lbs.. $:t.Ki; 28 steers, 1121 lbs,
the people of Carlsbad, Kddy county, II. For tho house
cal Extravaganza
Beach, 517.
county of Bernalillo, territory of New $3.65.
have granted a gas franchise to A. j.
H. Mexico, at an adjourned regular terra
For county commissioners
Some salt-of western sheep and
.Vi..zy and his eastern
No. Ill North Flret Street
associates,
421; Samuel Guck, 404. thereof, held on the 12th day of No- 'lambs here this week:
DINELLI
A LENCIONI, Proprietor.'
;nl tliey Htate that the plant will be Nletzchmann.
Mummy
Maid
Boot
Custom
and
the
work
and
The
shoemaker.
V. M. Baca,
For probate judge R. tie la O.. 514. vember, 1906, and tho day of the prov
Ixigan. N. M. sun
operation within the next twelve
to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
ewes, 69 lbs., $3.5o.
Meale
months. Mr. Muzzy 's company Is 718.For probate clerk lsidro Armijo, lng of said alleged last will and testti breeding
From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
reasonable;
satisfaction guaranteed.
C. I
Thompson, Iiniar. Colo. 522
ment was by order of the judge of
making large improvements in the
Put Up for Traveler.
O
For sheriff Jose Luce.ro, 715.
said court thereupon fixed for We I - lambs, 75 lls., $7.40: 516 ewes, M With a cast ol unusual merit and
water works system. They are now
By Day, Week or Month.
Rooms
103
First
North
Street
uesday, the 12th day of December, A. lbs., $5.20.
For assessor Charles Miller, 485.
Mum-my- .
the twelve Inch mains, having
the
as
WAKKEN
J. M. Cunningham. Thoinpsun Utah
For treasurer Oscar Ixhman, 242. D. 1906, term of said court, at 10
completed anil brought in a fine well
For superintendent of schools Geo. o'clock in the forenoon of said day.
I4S0 lambs. 66 lbs., $7.40
j'ist west of town with a flow of wa-l- Lynch,
tioroeous Costumes, Scen- Highland Rooming House
33.
Given under my Tiand and the seal
J. Halley, Dallas, Colo 46 I, I'll'.!
that is analyzed us almost devoid
THE CELEBRATED
73 lbs . $7.45.
ery and Electrical Effects.
For surveyor C. 1.. Post. 1.234.
of this court, this 12th day of Novemalkali. They have their new 150
MRS. M. E. liEINDL, Prop.
G. W. Tallman, Mont rose, Colt
ber A. D. 1906.
116
Uitowat generator inlaltsd
at the
A. K. WALKER,
ewes, its lbs., $3.10.
.
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
JUST
Tuntiill dam and this has preatly imS al l
Probate Clerk.
MORTUARY
proved the light service.
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Prices,
YORK
NEW
STOCKS.
They are also arranging to extend
TOO LATE FOR CLAR IFICATION.
the telephone system all over the
New Building, New Furniture, Steam
Following quotations received
by
touctry to the most distant ranches
Mrs. Mary L. Lukens.
Seats oil sale at M ATSO.VS
bast F. J. Graf & Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SAI.K A folding
bed,
Heat and Everything Connected
the Texas side. The contracts are
.Mrs. Mary I Lukens, a former resiburner, etc. 1304 South Second St. Correspondents for Logan & Uryan,
With the Place Brand New.
Nov.
12
o'clock.
at
Monday,
also being made with a large number dent of Albuquerque, died
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
last Satur- WANTED Girl for neueral bouse- i'! desert claim farmers to run wilts day at her husband's mining camp,
N'w York. Nov. 14 Tho market
work: must understand cooking.
( ut to their plat es tor pumping
and some twenty
Bottled In Bond. '
washing, ironing, etc., to take developed unexpected strength today
from Grant's stairrigation. Tliey are also installing a tion. Deceasedmiles
u heavy buying of the HaFrlman ls- was 65 years of age
t han?- - of house;
20
miles
from
number of motors for manufacturing anil had leen ailing for some time,
city. Family of two adult. Inquire ues. St. Paul continued ts upward
purposes. Mr. Muzzy Is now in the her death resulting from a complica
move and it was believed that this seai. Klitt- hotel.
arrangecompleting
the
financial
east
curity was taking for Harriman action of diseases.
She leaves beside
ments for the company.
tier husband. Jet.se Lukens. a well
FOR GOODNESS SAKE EAT BUT- count, these stocks constituted pracDistillers.
Much buoliling is now going mi mi Known mine owner, one daughter aDd TERNUT BREAD.
(Successor to Joseph
tically all tho important dealings in
Johnson)
(Yrlsbad. On Hie wai hide of town two sons.
FKANKFOftT, KY.
there iH a whole block now under conThe Lukens family canie to Allitt
3tT-SI- 9
mouth Third
struction or nearly completed where querque irom Ixxll, Ohio,
eitht vears
trree months ago, there, were only va- ago and made their residence
for
Gold Crowns $6
MELINI & EAKIN
Furr'ture and House FurnishNew and Second-Han- d
cant lots. All the buildings arc nice, mreo years, arter which they here
moved
modern tlvt filings
to their present home near Grant's.
Sole Agents.
ing Goods. Furniture Rep ring and Upholstering a,
G LS riLLIXCS SI So AND IP.
Bridge fcork. Porcelain
One or the sons was formerly connect
Albuaugrqug,
N. M.
Mac
All
Work
Over.
u
All
Mattresses
Work
There will be a regular meeting of ed with the Mutual Automatic Tele
Specialty.
Painless
and
Guaranteed
Extraction.
Inlm
Automatic Phono, 199.
the Red Men this evening at 7:30 phone company here.
Tho remains
0OLD AM) StCOMD STRtET
o'clock In Red Men ball. Ity order of are in charge of O. V. Strong's Hons,
DR. L E. ERVIN.
Whiting Building
the Sat liein. ,
who will ship them to the old home
-

-
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ALBERT FABER
DAY OR

I

Spanish

CASH

of tri

Rncimc CrAitaf

Allhiiniifrnii

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

:it-,e-

Perfect Condition

Months

New and

BORRADAILE

Ranges

& CO.,

Convenience - Comfort - Security

melo-tlramat-

St

.

melo-dram-

H. H. FRAZEE

J. H. O'RIELLY & CO.

a.

100-fo-

Uncle

e

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

fc-'LEApiNG

Josh

Perkins

Josh at the

,

t20
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F. PALMER
J.
Hay,
Fresh

.

Mat-son-

The St. Elmo

's

Night Only

Cor-neillc- ?

R. MATTEUCCI

Rico Hotel and Bar

'

ei

O. F. O.
VJHISKEY

it

CHARLES L. KEPPELER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

T.

trot

Set Teeth $8.

Trmmiwin
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ALDUQUEKQUE

IM

TERRITORIAL CAPITOL BUILDING
BY

SCORCHED

Ml

EVKS1X0

Clllf.

Every Economical buyer in this city and vicinity will take
advantage of the Cr A
Offering, we will make in Every Department of our .tore during
SALE, .tarting Friday, November 16, and lasting until Saturday our PAY DAY
the 24 SPACE
NOT PERMITTING, we mention ju.t a few item.:
Orent
in all ladles' and gentlemen's wealing nppnrel, as ready-to-weSuits,
Overcoats, Skirts, Furs, Hat-- , Coats, Gloves'
Sweaters, Silk Knit Shawls, Flannel Shirts, Outing
Night Gowns, Kimonas, shirt Waists, etc., etc.
Our handsome lino of Dress Trimming, rang.
Ing in price from 5 cents to $5. no yard, will be
sold during the sale with reduction of 25 per cent.
720 p;ilr
men's mixed hose go at G tents a
pair.
Mens working Shirts cheap at 40 cents, now
2r cenis.
prlco-cuttln-

g

:rzrr.

FIRST

FULL-BLO-

--

I

OD

EVER CONSECRATED

PRIEST

during
cotton

sale.

school
hose for girls and
boys, hecvy rib-

250

bed

to

2

AND THE

J. D. Eakin, President
O. GiomI, Vice President.

-

m v

DRAWN FUOM A PHOTOGRAPH
VALPARAISO, CHILL

i

l.
WHO

u.n.
eUl lilt-- ftimii:
U

con-mci-

..

Ko-m- an

s

full-bloo-

1

li.v

interest of the republican party. When
Mother he and Alice took the train at night,

to Rome by
of the Drexel
family of Philadelphia, Pa.
tie Kave his graduating address ut
liuiuo iu the Pottawatomie lauguuge.
Hhortly l,efor' leaving Koine, be re- '"sslsg of I lie late J'ope
oived "
a. is

Hi

l.ithiiine

seiiL

Toledo, O., Nov. 14. Here's tho boy
who bad the nerve to hold up Mrs.
Alice Koosevelt-Loagwortthe president's daughter, liyuhen and all
Howard Lamb, his name is, the now
famous messenger boy of Toledo.
Mr. Loagworth was at Toledo in t'ae

-

W0

xc,u,lv

clii-lms-

INTERNATIONAL

cot-t?ge-

d--

at ser parlors. No
West Railroad avenue. Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, i'.o hair dressing, tre..v corns,
luiDloiis and ingrowing
nails. She
fives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
or c mpiexlon cream bultda up the
tdu and improves the complexion,
an 1 is guaranteed not to be injurious,
bne also 'nepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
falling out: restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All ot iut0e preparations tre purety
vegetable compounds. Have just added a vii,rator machine for treatment
ot fcca'.p. race and cure of wrinkles.
It Is aiso used for rheumatism, pnin
Mrs. nambim,

20y

Kdwln Emerson Davis, of New York,
and ho is willing to acceot the pastorate. At a congregational meeting
voted a unanimous call to him and mass-iyheld tho first of the month the cuurch
at a yearlv salary vl $2.!o. ltev. Alwiys
Remember
Davis has ben recently engaged in
evangelistic work under th Presbyterian geueral assembly's commltees,
of which Ilev. J. Wilbur Chapman
Hi- - Is a graduate of
is the secretary.
seminary and
Princeton theological
f 'he
has also studied iu several
leading colleges of tte east. A reception was tendered the Rw minister at the church Thursday evening
A meetwhich was largely attended
ing of the Presbytery of the Pecos
valley will be held ia Poc.emUr to
iiiKUill Ilev. liavla t.- pj..-tr-

Che Full Noma

faxative

a

rom

Cure a Cold in One Day
Cure Crip in Two Days

'

oi

box. 23c

l-- ff,.

1906
-

-

i

-

T.

E. Purely Agent

9
I

T6e xSimpk.Lili

b

-

b'csr undcnsld
ieYetloa of

i

Ifiri
I
I

GAS

i

Felma Harris in "The Maid and the
Mummy" Company.

packed with witty lines ed amusing
incidents wnd the music and the
The AiLi'jquerqua Gas, Electric Light and Powsr Go.
I'anclng have never been excelled on
the American stage. Mr. Carlo calls
CORNER 4th AND QOLt
Ins play "a merry musical melange,"
ynd he
it Is presented for the
sole purpose of Introducing music, 2
beauty and laughter. The production
K on a magnificent scale, tho costumes being tin- richest iu fabric and
color, and ihe scenery and mechanical
t ffecls startling.
n
The play is iu iwo ucts, the first
laid in the, curio shop of .WashPLEASANTLY 8ITUTD.
ington StuliliK, und tlie si'cond in the
Egyptian ball room
f Dr. Dobbins'
EASY TO REACK.
female s. miliary. The :ory concerns
RELIEVES pai::.
who
Si.ibbs, n broken
rets up a curio store with bis tiieat-:ica- l 1
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
properties, which he sells as
antiques to tho unwary. To tills
CURES RHEUMATISM.
cmio store comes Dr. Dobbins, c.
chutist, who thlnKs he has discoverCURES I .DNEY AILMENTS.
ed the elixir of life and who is seek-v- .
CURES DIABETES.
ti mummy
which lie hopes t.)
revivify with his magic elixir. Stubbs
CURES INDIGESTION.
! as no
mummy, but ho fixes up'Ilo-livahis properly man and palms him
CURES DROPSY.
efl on the doctor as a real Egyptian
dellgnu-wnn
iriiiiimy. The doctor is
his purchase and the next day gives
a test of his elixir aud the mummy
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
before bis class of thirty young lCLA8S.
girls
Of
know
that
course tho
ade.
the mummy Is alive but the doctor
to. Mi l discover the fact limit a nutltl-trilSee Santa F Agent for round
of amusing situations have developed.
trip rates, good for thirty daya.
Tliere are two love stories ia the
play. One concerns Flo, the sprightly daughter of Dr. Dobbins, and a
kisslng-cia.- Hraailian,
Don Koiu ro de Cabanos. Tho other
(orceins Stubbs and Tiixie Ever
green, an actress, who "Is Just crarj
about Stubbs.
The principal musical numbers are
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
"Flo."
"My Gasoline Automobile,"
"1 Alters,"
K. R. MALL. Proprietor
"Sail Experiences," "The
Iron and Brass CasUnt; Or. Coal and Lumber Cars; tiaftla.
Pomt Diversity." "Oh, Gee, It's Great IW
L&B
1
J
rl B, HKUU1I
TI.L.l. U.I. I fwtmwtm
III- Tf VmbU
bo Crazy," "My Egyptian Queen. yv
""
KUV
"
w
Uiir,"A Congress cf Nations iu Itajsliiue," i
uu.iuicgi.
Tm ho Dizzy," "Peculiar Julia," ad a
mma
mmpmirm mit mmininx
"I Ki ll in !ove With Polly.'
Y roundry eait lid of raUrotvd track.
Aiaiiaori, n. j
"The Maid nnd tho Mummy" at the
VV
opera house ton'ghf.
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I New Mexico

tire-eatin-

sminne
Tablets

STOCK: EXPOSITION

For the above occasion we- will sell
tickets to Chicago- and. return at rate f
$43.25 for the round, trip. Tickets on
sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return lirait
Dec. 10, 1906. Don't fail to- attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.

ANOTHER CYANIDE; PLANT
FOR THE COONEY DISTRICT

d

LIVE

Chicago, II!., Dec.

.
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Green
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to
mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Article M received by us from the best Wtaerle..
niimirt-V-I'
in the United States. Call and
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue
and TruZThllt.
issued tn riealnra nnl

hor

Capt. and Mrs. George A. Freoman
Cooney have gone to Pittsburg,
where the captain goes to attend a
met ting of the Enterprise Mining and
Milling company, of which he is general manager and a large stockholder.
Captain Freeman Etates that at this
ii'eetlng It will be decided whether or
rot the company Is to build a cyanide
plant at Cooney and that immediately
itg determination, if favorable,!
be will leave for Los Angeles to buy
the plant. Capt. Freeman was san- rute of his success In presenting the
matter to the directors of the company and in securing their approval
ror tho erection of a cyanide reuuetion
for treating the- ores from the
Kuterprise and Perserverance mines
a' Cooney. Exhaustive tests in cyan-- I
ling have been made with the Enterprise ores with the most gratifying
results and another cyanide plant for
t!ie Mogollons is now almost an asstir-vfact.

& GIOMI.

C. Breweries?
River, uTuPrlB8tl,A"
McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, LOuls Hunter.Yrwme,
T.J Menl

j

it

BACHECHI

t oatM tb
kpmoat fmstldloatInbarttoek
compln

VneSLff'Hed

five-tor-a-

FOR SANATORIUM

and

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
rirylhlna

author-comedia-

Howard followed them, bringing a
bully bunch of American bUautlei
tardily sent to the "hotel by an admirer, i'ho clerk hud culled the boy and
him to the tralu.
MEW MANAGEMENT AT
Knter to the Pullman, Howard.
HANOVER MINES
"Hoses for Mib' IJQg worth, ' Kaid
10
he, at which Alice's eyes brightened
T. S. Mthl.-ii0 last June succeed'.'.it bih out nd tnUo it to any drug and Nick stretched out his hand.
ed J. W. liible as auperictendent of
"A quarter, " quoth
fctorHoward, tin ti e Hcruuira Copper coiapany ut Ha'j-oer- ,
aud g(-- t a tree sumpli of Cham-)erlMiishlngly.
p's Stomach aid Liver Tablets,
Cratt county, tis resigned that
t or bili'HiMie-- s and constipation tMey , Hut Mr. I.oiiKworlh demurred.
pebitiuu nd has Iu turn beet succeed-tr- t
'1 bey improve t.
by a Mr. Anchor, a n.iaing
ire unciii!ed.
t i
Aik for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
r'rt i;i ti ih" digestion i.
who las lien In charge i.f some
w-- th
le.
BREAD and take no other.
r a;.U
ertles in Oal fjr:-- i
li - ::
IneiLel,

ALLAN,

Topics

NEW PRESBYTERIAN
PASTOR AT ROSWELL.
Tho First Iretiyteri;in church of
Roswcil has extended a call to Kev.

Kather Albert Ntgahnquet was
: In
frst fr.ll lpUded Indian ever
"l to the nriesthood of tne
' i
hurch.
He . u.j n ci ntly couscTated by the
bibhoj. el 'he Oklahoma uiocese, and
is tpendir.; his life la religious labors amonK
of his own ruce
there.
2U
lather Negahmiuet was born
jears tgo on the l'otutwaomio InKan-adian reservation, near Hi. Marys,
d
He is a
l'ottawato- -

Y

Valpu- -

Territorial

.

lu-v-.

15

MELINI A EAKIN,

t.f
hr..q,h
.jn,

TWENTY NEW COTTAGES

8

Successors to

THIS GREAT COMBINATION
OF
8TAGE STARS ARRIVED TODAY ON SPECIAL TRAIN

FROM EL PASO.
case pictured the thief had been
l.'iilt
fMllhlllml
fi'liHI
u'ltli
tlin
ountrltt
...
......
.......
" " uu&(.
n.iii
itllhtl,
This evenlag the biggest and best
said in en accompanying letter tr.at a. and the soldiers immediately fired on
large number of looters were killed him, ihe priest graining tile wretch of the musical plays, "The Maid and
during the week following the fartli- - iho office of thu church at the moment the Mummy," will be the attraction at,
Elks' opera house.
quake which ruied the city. Iu the the volley rang out.
This merry musical melange was
seta here last season and so success- stockholders of the Hcrniosa company fill was t!ie performance that a re- .ne interested. It Is understood that tttrn date was at once sought. There have bee.i a few changes in the comwill prosecute developMr.
in pnny, but the chorus remnlns practic- ment wwrk oa the Hennosti
manner. ally Intact. In fact, it is livelier and
a vigorou
ami systematic
'.:ihsn Edvrrrd Smith, who has- leen prettier than ever, if that were posassociated with Mr. Mathias as aa--s sible.
"The Maid and.the Mummy" is gensuiierinteadent, having sucto be the best of the
ceeded J. .M. Sully In that position, erally conceded
mu.-lcplays written
by
iHSStd through Silver City on his way several
to Mexico on mining buslne.-.-- t for the Richard Carle, the popular
NATIVE GUN FIGHTER
It Is original in plot, is
SHOT BY OWN WEAPON Hermosa company. Mr. Smith will not
Sakhlo, a nntive coal miner ret ura to Hanover.
was brought to Raton from tiawson,
CHILDREN FOR DEAF
.. coal cemp forty miles sou . suffering from a bullet wound in the
AND DUMB: ASYLUM,
ll
groin, received during a
new children were brought
Three
fight at that place. Saleido pulled a
deaf aad dumb asylum at. Shjv-'- u
gun, and someone grabbed the wtap-cc- , to.the
Saturday, one of them be
Fe
Ust.
discharging it. Saleldt) was also ing the 'ten year old son of Cande-laribeaten on the head. The bull" has
Garcia, of Barney, onion county,
not been located, and Saleldo's i "na- who was brought by bis father,, and
tion la considered Berlous.
the- other two being a Uttlo boy by
the name of Henry Taylor, who has
DECLINES OFFER FOR
living with his grandmother,
PURCHASE OF LAND been
Mrs, Mary Locklear,. of Lake Arthur,
detrustee
grant
Vegas
Las
The
New Mexico, and a girl bv tho nunitt
clined the offer made by Fred C. of Ruth Putman, brought from Day
P.rown and associates of Chicago 'for ton, New Mexico.
the 'purchase of loO.OoO acres of farmsuperintendent
Dr. C. 12. Lukens,
Vegas uraut.
ing land oa the La
ot
of the Children's Home Society
poracquired
the
unsold
has
Frown
New Mexico and Arizona, .escorted
on
now
the
50,000
acres
the
tions of
two children from their homes,
r:iarket, aliout 3.um acres, and the ih.se
paying the expenses from the treasneiato
to
enter
decided
not
hoard
gotiations for the sale of additional ury ofnotthe society, as the relatives
able to send them.
lands until he had sold this tract to were

Allan, the photographer

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

u. weheehL Treasure.

Consolidated Liquor Company

.
m

sill?

seller, duriagsale
2 pairs for 25c.

All colors.

MAID

p?amus,

finsh, btsck as J
tan. The Leader,
our regular 2"c

$7.50. Hath rolxs.

THE

value

1,000 pair

blanketw

f2.no

4, 6, 6

3,

Wool blankets all

colors,

S7M

An excellent Muslin, 36 inches
wide regidr
price 10 cents yard, during sale 7
cents yard,
Ladles' pure silk elbow length and also sin;
taffeta fleeced elbow length GIovos-11.7- regular price
now $1.23.
3,000 yards of Torchon Iaces, just arrived
very handsome patterns worth up to 15 cents a
yard, go nt choice C cents yard.

from 50: upward.

IT

"ff!

V(lstR

blanketH in al, big

,

-

40

Our entire stock
of blankets must
be
cleared out

Twenty new cement cottages :ne iu
course of completion t the New Mexico Cottag-- Sanatorium three ar'. l one
half miles north of Silver City, says
These cottage- ares
the Enterprise.
rupplasting the temporary tent
which were erected in the early
life of the institution, which are now
HOWARD SEEN HIS DUTY SO being superceded by tho more substantial cement affairs. Tho institucottages and
tion aow has frtrty-tw- o
io bf ginning to assume quite a cil inert
HE NOBLY DONE IT
Mr. There is also in course of erection at tho sanatorium, a. 'handsome
cottage for Iir. K. 3. r.iilluek.
N
CONSEQUENCE OF WHICH n edlcal dlre'tir.
THE PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTER
DIDN'T GET HER ROSES.
LARGE REAL ESTATE DEAL
IN THE CHERRY VALLEY
Judson V. Vaa Houten of I'ortlaud.
Ore has clotted a. deal for thv purchase r the G!en Mr.i ranch, known
ay Park ranch. Mora eounty, consi.-t-in- g
was
The
of 2L4S2 acre.-consummated by W !. Haydea. ot
pur
Las Vegas. Mr. Van llouten !
chased the IliiKii WoihIs ani llrudy
ranches nd mad' ease of 4'l,0tw
J'tres in the Cherry valley of K.
iuanaKr f the Uutler estate. This gives Mr. V;m Houten
val- alKuL lOO.tiOU acres la fliw Clu-rrlfy, and h will nmvert it '"to a
groat cattle ranch. This U oco t
Ihe largest transfer in valuable real
state which bus takeu place ii this
portion of the territory for a loa?
time.

i

;

Ijidies- fine r,bt,(,
cents, now 25 cents.
-

ar

.

i
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RUINED VALPARAISO

Smouldering Flame Discovered in Basement and Extinguished Just in Time
to Prevent Costly. Conflagration-Custodi- an
Aliiier Unconscious.

r

1,

KILLING A THIEF IN

UGLY FIRE

The handsome territorial rapllol t 'Corded Wood and Fuel Added to
Danger.
Santa Fe, which with its furnishings
The greatest difficulty which the
was threatened
l!O.Oltn,
cost over
fire fighters had was to prevent two
wilh destruction at 3 o'clock yester- long cords of wood, piled in the store
Had
day morning, when the night watch- room, from becoming Ignited.
man discovered the entire liullillng this wood caught fire, It is doubtful if
building could have been saved.
full of choking smoke, as the result the
Besides the fuel, the woodwork of the
of a fire which was fast gaining head- structure was exposed to the flames
way In the store room near the center and that It Ignited easily is shown by
of tho basement. Dnvid I,. Mlller.cus- - tho manner in whiclrit is charred and
toriian, was overcome by smoke and blackened.is
There
considerable mystery as to
fe'l unconscious ft the eJgo of the fire how
the fire started. At first It was
1
He was rescued by his son. Walter
thought
that a defective wire from
a
Miller, who carried hlin through
window,Into the air, where he quickly the electric- light company's cable
Manager Frank
caused the names.
revived.
it is not possible to estimate the loss Owen, however, made an examination
found the wires intact, except
at this time. It la certain to amount and
where the force of water from tho
to several thousand dollars at least. hose
had torn tho cables loose from
Owing to the fact that the valuable
1 ooks in the library
arc damaged and the fastenings. Tho lights were burning in tho building and there was
rot an office escaped some harm from uotbing
to indicate, that a short cir
moke, the amount may be much larger. It la said that the whole building cult had been formed. It therefore
was endangered for nearly an hour by developed that spontaneous combustion Has a probable cause, but whethH recently appointed night watchman,
it was the real reason for the fire
who apparently made Inefficient ef- er
not yet known. A box full of sooi
forts to extinguish the flames without is
tiummooing
sufficient
assistance. from the engine, which had been left
in the store room, might have had
This Is borne out ty the fact that no something
to do with the starting of
alarm reached the Are department.
To the prompt work ot Custodian the fire, which from appearances,
jwenioers
Miller, bowerer, really belongs the jongmiea in mat vicimiy.
or cn custodian committee win make
credit for earing the capltol.
Wont ever loss there, may be is fully a thorough Investigation.
the total Smoke Caused Greatest Damage to
covered by insurance,
Structure.
amount on the building- - and fixtures
being about $150,000.
The greatest damage to the capltol
yesIt seema that about 3 o'clock
resulted from smoke.
The pungent
terday morning Thomas Alarld, the odor of the fire is strong in the buildnight watchman, smelied the smoke ing, although doors and windows were
whtch was pouring into the corridors opened in an effort to rid the place of
from tho basement. He investigated the disagreeable smell. Not a single
And found that in the long store office escaped. The law books In the
mom, near the center of the building library two stories above where the
there was a fire. He could not enter fire burned were covered with a thick
the room because of the clouds of coating of smoke, giving them the ap.smoke. The watchman then summon- pearance of having been scorched.
ed the engineer and several others The governor's office was filled witn
whom he could arouse having failed the clinging, sooty substance.
The
to communicate with the telephone work of the smake was noticeable oa
exchange because the fire had burn- all sides. The walls can probably be
ed out the wires to the telephones iu cleansed after considerable work, but
ihe building at the point where they at present in many spots they are
entered the capltol. The frightened covered with a dark coating, giving
men made an attempt to extinguish them an unsightly appearance. Leaves
the blase which was smouldering for were strewn about the wide corridors
.want of air. Being unsuccessful they where the men had left the doors
'sent post haste for Custodian Miller, open In order to clear the building of
who, with his son, arrived quickly. smoke.
Mr. Miller opened the windows lead- - Some Safeguards Badly Needed in
ing into the engine room in order to
Capitol.
let out the smoke. Instantly there
yesterday
morning has
Tho
fire
waa a flash, of flames, as the fresh air given rise to many suggestions for
reached the smouldering fire.
safeguarding the territory's big headCustodian Fell .Unconscious at .Edge quarters.
of Fire.
One thing is certain, and that is
Before opening the windows, vMr. watchman alarm boxes should be conMiller dragged a line ot hose into the nected with a register in the office
engine room and aa near to the fire or home of the custodian, so that if
as he could get . He then stood his the watchman at night failed to pull
.ground, playing a stream of water up- the lever at the appointed time each
on the fire until he grew so weak hour, his work during the night could
from Inhaling smoke that he could no be investigated.
longer hold the muzzle. He called for
Another timely suggestion is that
assistance, but the janitor force un- the exposed woodwork in the base
der the directions of his son, was en- ment should be coated with fireproof
gaged in getting other hose. Just paint, which has been found a great
what happened then Mr. Miller can safeguard In all large institutions and
not clearly recall except that he fell plants.
in tho smoke, at the edge of the fire. Capitol . Was Damaged by Fire
His eon, entering the room a minute
in 1892.
later, found Mr. Miller and carried
The people of the territory have not
bim through a window to the fresh forgotten the destruction of the ter
air, where ho revived. Father and" son ritorial capitol. bv fire, which occurred
with lines of hose, then
the on May 12, 1892. The old capitol,
store room and began directing effect- which cost 1200,000, was burned to
ive Btreams of water on the fire the ground by flames which originwhich was quickly subdued.
The
in one of the cupolas. All efother iwa worked valiantly in fight- ated
forts at combatting the fire were fruit
ing, the fire, removing combustible less.
At
time the structure was
material and riding in handling the not insuredthat
and tho whole was a total
nozzles
loss. .
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CINDERELLA CAREER OF
EMIGRANT PEASANT GIRL

Hot Times

Are Coming

l.
CLIFFORD CAME
STEERAGE SEVEN YEARS AGO
FIRST A SERVANT GIRL, BUT
A
GREAT VOICE MAKES HER
STAGE STAR
AND
SHE NOW
MARRIES SON OF GREAT ENG-

C0C4K)tKCC00X00

Vehicles t
.AND...

CAMILLE

If you buy your heater

of us. we handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
kH
to suit all. v
BRIDGE-BEAC-

A

Corner CmI and Second

AIR TIGHT.

TRAIN
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BOTH

PHONES

LAS VEGAS
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trains being

0
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H

His right
foot was cut off and lie received a
number of Injuries, among others the
fatal one in the form of a blow in the
back of the head.
The caboose of
Mr. Gould's train and several ears
were smashed into kindling wood, so
great was the force of the compact.
east-lnjiind-

.

The Eveniim Citizen acknowledged
receipt of complimentary tickets
for the Thanksgiving day entertainment of the Ji.s Vegus Brotherhood
of Railway Trainmen. The entertain-nieIs to be held in the Duncan opera
house, at l.as Vegas, and a supner i
.Music
to b served by Mrs. Duffy.
will be rendered In the l.as Vegas
Symphony orchestra and a good time
generally Is promised.
The iuvita- lions are utiiiue in style and ar.- In
imitation of railroad tickets.
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Myron Ruckle, mir of the most!
popular trainmen in the Santa Ke
was instantly killed Saturday!
momint: at .Meridian hidins. just
west hi Williams. He was engaged I
i
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WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK CF
COMMERCE.

j

j j

' VP1

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET

'

W
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WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

-

THE

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

19 06

v.

KORBER

&

CO.,

8

NMW MsTXCO

ALBUQUKKQUK,

her clandestine marriage to uie young
nnblenun, who for mouths had been
on bended knee before her. The wedMERCHANT TAILORING
THIRD
ding was celebrated at lndon'g "Little Chu.c'i Around the Corner."
Nothing c3ii now prevent Camllle, UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
of the kitchen and stage, from beRAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMcoming lady Aberdare. The young
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Msata.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
dishusband has fallen under the
Steam Sausage Factory.
pleasure of his father, but Ixmdon
EMIL KLEINWORT.
up
My
good
tailoring
Is
shop
chance
cables declare there Is a
merchant
Masonio Building, North Third 8treeti
ave20S
over
No.
West Railroad
stairs
for an enrlv reconciliation.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
All
work guaranteed first
the public.
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
with lUaoe & Mauger.
Injurs the cloth. Ladles' garments
Office, 115 North First St.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
to order. Give me a trial.

STREET

Moat Market

MAUGER
VJOOL

W. E.

PASTOR'S RICH YOUfiG WIFE

RODE ASTRIDE HER HORSES
AND SO SWELL PITTSBURG SOCIETY HAS PRACTICALLY OSTRACIZED THE YOUNG WOMAN
REV.
MAITLAND
ALEXANDER
RECENTLY MARRIED SHE HAS
$10,000,000 OF HER OWN.

MOTT'S

tsi

TOfl

t

QRADI

PILLS Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, H1&
They
ftrronMt WeskiMM, Irrofps
Grain and Fuel.
lavrltv ntl uiltoitlUK:refts vitfv
and banifch "imIih of menntrua Fin Line of Imported Wines, Liqtast
Uim." They tia" Lift Hnfrt"
and Cigars. Place your orders
Womanhood. aiUlnic d
this line with us
tc lopment of orirnliM and ImnJjt, No

PENNYROYAL

ta

jlv thrm. Cannot
do hrin-l- lf
a
wt per
''TiwniM
kw mull. Mli1 hv
.X
lfOTT CHEMICAL Jo..tbt.fa-tU-

FOR fiALB BY

ANN

h

fcON-

m

NORTH THIRD

to

STBXn

Mr DRAG0IE

-

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, ant
All Kinds of Fresh Meet,
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
too North Broadway, corner of Wa6
NOTARY PUBLIC.
lngton avenue. Albuquerque, N. Ml
Room S. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

O. A. SLEYSTER

WCif

S""

A

i

RANKIN & CO.

FIRB INSURANCE, REAL BSTATft
LOANS.
,
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Buttdtm.

I

THE HIGHLAND LIVER)
BAMBttOOK BRO., fro.

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain ipexUea and

at special rates on week days.

Auto Phone 604.

No. 112

John

8t

;

A. E. WALKER,

1

rme

INSURANCE.

j

Secretary Mutual Building eaiosf
tlon. Office at 17 West RaUreal
is not our source of livelihood we avenue.
believe In giving honest work, honest
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
materials, for nonest money. If there
Is a single thing wrong with
your
plumbing no matter how little, no LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS-FESTABLES.
matter how big well be glad to attend to It properly, attend to it at Horses and Mules Boufbt and Exchanged.
reasonable expense.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Standard Plumbing & Keating Go 8econd Street, between Railroad anA
Copper Avenue.
DRAINING

I
j

.

BE1.EN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-QT'EN. M, AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LEADING
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
KANSAS
KAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.0(10 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
20

FEET WIDE.

WITH BEAUTIFUL IAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPUIATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL IJVRGE MERCANTILE ES-

TABLISHMENTS: THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
MILU CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST .SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, F1X)U11. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IM POKTANCR
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT UK ES'I I MATKD.
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STREETS. WITH ALLEYS

O. BAMBINI.

toa-Jrla-t

Special Correspondence.
j
Pittsburg, Pa.. Nov. 14. Because j
she rode astride In the steeplechase
tp.ces at the recent fashionable Sewlc-kle- y
Heights horse show, society has
practically ostracized
wealthy Mrs. (
Maitland Alexander, a bride of a few i
months.
Pittsburg society has "not yet ap- proved or tho riding costume requiring the divided skirts, and when Mrs.
Alexander tried he innovation In the
steeplechase, the storm of criticism
might not have been so terrific were
it not for the fact that she Is the
wife of the pastor of the hirst Presbyterian church, the most fashionable
congregation of the city.
Mrs. Alexander, who
until last
spring was Miss Madelaine Laughiln
and Inherited something like $10,000,-000 from her father, a pioneer In the
steel industry, is an excellent horse- woman. She rode her own horse in
the race. She could Induce but one
other woman to ride in the same kind
of costume. That was a hairdresser,
who has a large patronage among the
wealthy women of Pittsburg, which
fact added some fuel to the criticism,
Mrs. Alexander won the race, but
got the plaudits of only a few of her
most loyal friends.
Mr. Alexander Is also very wealthy,
and members of his congregation are
seeking some polite way of informing
him Jhat money does not give a
preacher's wife license to violate the
established rule of society.
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The rt mains of Hit- late 1,. R.
Could, the Santa IV brakeman who
met his death In a rear end collision
near Victorville, Cal., passed through
here yesterday on their way to Van
Wert, Iowa, where interment
will
take place. Mr. Gould lost his life
Ke
wbllu in the euk'ino of Santa
frelsht train No. 43, which was run
into by Salt Ijike train No. 2.11, both

Cornir First Strut and Tljtrat Avaam

ccoocooooocoo

j

ten-hou-

l

Albuquerque Carriage Company

I

S-

;

Job Black, James Bluck and John
Murphy. the alleged train robbers
who have been held for snfo keeping
at . the territorial penitentiary, were
In
taken to L8 Vegas yesterday
charge of. Deputy United States Mar-KhHarry Cooper and Sheriff Cleofes
The
Romero, of San Miguel county.
trio will face trial during the present
term of the United States court for
the Fourth Judicial district for the
third time on a charge of holding up
, a train two years ago at Ixntan. N.
M. The two previous trials resulted
In hung Juries. At the last term of
the court the case was continued on
account of the absence of one of the
The
witnesses for the prosecution.
Rock Islanad engineer whose train
waa held up positively Identities the
three men as tne robbers. The prisoners. It is said, expect to prove alibis through witnesses who will tesGeneral Manager S. R. Grlmshaw.
tify that they were at work at the of the Santa Fe CentrHl railway, was
company
mines of the Sunnyslde Coal
at Wlllard yesterday, where he
at the time of the train hold up near
the loading of twenty-threcars of sheep bound for the San Luis
valley, Colorado.
A. A. ROBINSON RESIGNS
A8 PRESIDENT OF CENTRAL
Frank Dibert, assistant cashier of
the Santa Fe Central railway, has reRailroad in Mexico It Came Very turned to Santa Fe from Eureka and
Suddenly.
other points in KansaB. where he
Iftx President A. A. Robinson, who went. ,a week ago on personal busiresigned from the head of the Mexi- ness.
Central, November 10, left El
can
'
Herman Schweizer, of the Harvey
Pase Monday night on the Rock Is- curio
department, will meet a number
land In his private car for New York, of Hopl
Indians from Northern Arisays the Herald. Mr. Robinson per- zona today.. He left or Gallup yessistently declined to talk about the terday
with that purpose In view.
reported transfer of the Mexican Central to the Rock Island.
$100 Reward, $100.
It became known Monduy, however, ThR readers of this paper will ba plea- pii
to
Mr.
Robinson
resignation
learn
of
that there la at least one
that the
disease that science has been
as president came suddenly and was dreaded
In all its stages, and that
to
cure
ible
'
due to certain developments which Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only
public.
positive
Mr.
cure now known to the
yet
made
not
been
have
medlr-iifraternity. Catarrh being a conRoblBHon was planning a trip of in- stitutional,
requires a constitudisease,
spection over the road whh Vice tional treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Cure la
K.
Internally,
acting
directly upon the
taken
E.
C.
Hudson
R.
and
President
sysand mucous surfaces
of
the
Styner, Reneral .manager. .At the last blood
tem, thereby destroying-foundation
minute Mr. Kohinson declined to of the disease, and givingthethe patient
by building up the constitution
make the n ip and, instead, announced strentjlh
ii nd HfinlHttnR
nature In doing its work.
The following day The
his resignation.
proprietors
In Its
have so much
the inspection party left the north curative powers that they faith
otter One
any
case
The
Hundred
Dollars
for
Robinson.
President
without
that It
(alls to cure. Send for list of testiparty is scheduled to arrive in 21 monials.
Address:
Paso on the 16th.
V. J. C11ENKV & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by PrugKlsts, 75c.
It is said that Mr. Robinson had con. Take
Hall s Family Pills for
Mexiresigning
from the
temnluled
can Central for at least a year, but
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
he had been urged to remain awhile
and the circumstance that the resig- BREAD and take no other.
nation came at an unexpected moment
Famous Strike Breakers,
is explained by the fact that no anThe most famous strike breakers in
nouncement had been made in advance, as Is the general custom, and the .land are Dr. King's New Life
the news was a complete surprise in Pills. When liver and bowels go on
stri..e. they quickly settle the trouble,
railroad circles.
Up to this time Mexico City papers and the purifying work goes right on.
have published nothing concerning Best cure for constipation, headache
the reported sale to the Rock Island, and dizziness. 25c at all druggists.
and the prevailing opinion there was
your ROUGH DRY work,
Give
that the government would take over Monday, usand get it back Wednesday.
system.
no
There has been
the
Imperial Laundry Co.
known development, however, which
govwould lead to the belief that the
AND WOMEN.
L'm Rir i for apBKtnrsl
11 UK
ernment has been the purchaser.
lil1IIIJlOoni,
kite .mi
rtirlil
t ntttii-D.
i.r ul BrktioM
RAILROAD MAGNATES DENY
DM m airimiir..
uf Biiieou.
tiLiabrui.
r.iuii-M- .
and sut Miru
SALE OF MEXICAN CENTRAL.
iTHlEVMjOUIICllCa.
or pniMiiioiu.
Notwithstanding the denials that
emctn!iATi,c
r""J Mold hf nranh
have come from B. U Wincbell. presA. ZL. jT ot Mnt Id iain irancr.
ident of the Rock Island system, hal
in, lor
'
ZyCfm
txxtl". ti TIL
that road has not taken over the Mex-leaCuvoUr stat as. f4Ust.
Central, the report that the deal
has been carried through and that
Mexico's biggest railroad system has
become a part of the Rock Island is
accepted as true in railroad circles, H
with the aniendmt'nt that it is believed the Ktiseo system has really secured control, not tho Rock Island It
iropr. A. A. Robinson, president of
the Mexican Central until Friday, who
arrived in El Paso Sunday night en
route, did not deny the reort of the
ileal, but refused to state wlic'dcr or H
rot it was true.
e
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super-Intende-
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The management of the Rock Is
land railroad has Issued orders Tor
$5,000,000.
new equipment to cost
This is in addition to orders previously Tslven this year aggregating
Included in the new equip
box cars, 250
ment are 2,000 forty-tostock cars, 1,000 ballast cars, 660 coal
cars. 300 flat cars, 2,500 hopper cars
and nearly 100 passenger, postal and
baggage cars. All the new passenger
eauiDment are to have steel underframe construction and the new mall
cars are to be all steel.
The demands of the engineers em
ployed by the Delaware, Lackawanna
& western railroad have been adjust
ed at a conference between President
Truesdale and reprsentatlves of the
engineers. The engineers were grant
r
day and an increase
ed a
In wages aggregating for the road's
9(10 engineers
35,O00 annually.
Mrs. E. A. Ford, wife of tho general
traffic manager of the Pennsylvania
lines, passed through here on the pri
vate car Signet early yesterday morn
ing.
Mrt. Ford was accompanied by
a party of friends and was on her way
to Los Angeles.

The Black Brothers and John
Murphy Taken From Penitentiary to Las Vegas.

j

New York, Nov. 14. In words of
f
womleniK2t the show girls In the
Broadway theaters nre discussing the
topic
one absorbing bet
concerning the astonishiag rise to
I
,
and position of Camllle Cliuord,
now the wife ot the Hon. Henry Lynd- I
hurst Bruce, son and heir of Iord
Abcrdare, of England.
"Isn't It killing?" the show gins say. '
'"And, gee whiz, 1 remember Camllle
when she couldn't talk English, Rath
er pretty. ys; iut nothing remarK-abl'
about, her voice."
Camllle Clifford, or Camllle Otter- :
.A.
son, whichever her real name, land- ed la Boston from the reeking steer- age hold of an emigrant ship only
seven years ago. She came from
Sweden,' and aside from her pretty
under the
face, hidden, however,
cheap clothes of the peasant girl, she.!
was no different from the thousands
of emigrant girls that swarm into the j
country at the Immigration stations
every week.
Camllle went to live with an aunt
for a little time. Then she obtained
a job as a domestic. She was a good
cook and her mistress liked her. She
helped her to learn the language.
While baking pies Camllle sang
folk songs, much to the pleasure of
the mistress of the house. That lady
declared, "The girl has a voice. It
should le cultivated."
Camllle had ambition. She Anally
obtained a position as extra woman
In a secondclass Boston theater. Her
song made a "hit" and when Henry
W. Savage formed his now famous
"Prince of Pllsea" company in Bos- Tho love making was Intt rrui led by
ton, Camllle was given a part. She her brief Journey to America whtn
sang the "Song of the Cities with she was signed by Charles Frohmaa.
Her return to London w.ts followgreat success.
ed by a Huffy qitairel with Enna '.,
This was four years ago.
The Bhow girl followed the com- to whom Camllle Clifford took a dispany to London, after touring this like, it Is said, ht cause of the litcountry, and thre she was a popular ter's efforts to bear the popularity
of the girl who had once been an
stage figure.
During this time the gay young emigrant domestic i Boston.
son of Lord Aberdare fell desperateThe event which capped tile Cinly In love with the pretty snow girl. derella career of Cnnillle Clifford was
ween-the-a-

He
Ruckles was 25 years of age.
was a native of New York, but came
west lu early life. At one time he
was a stenographer in tne omce oi
General Manager WVlls, at Los Angeles, but for some years had been In
his last position, running out of Wins- low. He was a member or. tne im
proved Order of Red Men and the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen.

ON TRIAL AT

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE, ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS, COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

i

In repairing tho air hose on a car
that was chained up when the cars
Mr.
came together and crushed him.

ROBBERS
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TO BELEN, N. M,

A Railway

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of Santa Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-o-

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
ALL

ff

The Belen Town and Improvement

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION) ; NO SAND OR
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASGRAVEI
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Im-

ONE-THIR-

fres.

WM. M. BERGER,

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co,
JOHN BECKER,

Center
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CITIZEN.'

ou celebrated her wtn birthday annavotfcary en Sunday, September 2
and op to a f w days of her illness.
"hleh ended in neatn, sne was in
Rood health. Tho deceased has rela
t'vea living la this city, to whom tbis

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

14, 19otf.

-

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

t

aper extends its condolence.
J. 8. Duncan, one of the representa

tive citizens of Iis Vegas, came in
H. 1.. lnhani Is here from Gallup.
3I4WET
from the Meadow City this morning
H. IkwiK'hart Is hero from the cap!
and will visit with his son, Who is
tal.
a
student tit the New Mexico unlver
James 11. LiicHH Is here from terrl alty. Mr. Duncan, who Is in the livlos.
ery business In the Meadow City, was
lonlaht at
Klks'
:30 recently elected to the territorial coun'
nKcllnR
o'clock.
Ml.
George A. Flannlgan, traveling repJohn H. McCutcheon is In l.as
Voj?as on business.
resentative in this territory f r Col
pair of our Felt Shoes and Slippers
C. F. Ijwib, Of Ilaton, is anions the liers' Weekly, arrived In Albu
Monday on his periodical visit.
He
to the Puke City.
visitors
and be prepared for the cold weather which
every town in
ter
.
W. A. Wilson eante In last nixlit on declared that except Albuquerque
ritory Is quiet
and
a business trip from Wlllard.
is sure to come.
look neat, keep your feet
Raton. "Railroad building at Ilaton
11. G. Wilson Is among tho visitors
'
has given the town a decided itn
-from Las Vegas to the Duke City.
wear well and are very reasonable in price.
petus,"' he said.
Joe Dannebautn, of Santa Fe. Is
Frank J. Barnes, president of the
Men's Felt Shoes, leather faced
among the Duke city's visitors today l.'ilnols
Wesleyan
university
at
Mrs. J. R. Pass and daughter, of Bloomlngton. is an Albuquerque
leather sole
$2.00
Magdnlcna, are registered at the Al
today. President Barnes is waking
Men's Felt Shoes, high top, Felt
varado.
tour of the southwest in the ina
ols
$255
Ben Williams, special officer of the terest of science and also In search
he
Men's Felt Slippers, felt sole.... .75
Santa Fe. arrived here this morning of recreation. Before returning
will visit the Zunl pueblo, Moqui
from the south.
Men's Felt 8llppen, leather sole 1.50
Julius Walter will visit Albuquer land and other Indian Vntag.
Women's Felt Shoes, leather sole 1.25
A. D. Graham, district manager of
que out nig me coming week. He was
the Colorado Telephone company, who
formerly of the Economist store.
Women's Felt Shoes leather faced
Judge Daniel II. McMillan, a former was at Belen Monday and Tuesday on
US to $1.85
or Socorro and at present llv business connected with his ccmpnny,
citizen
Women's Felt Slippers, Felt Sole .60
Ing In Denver, spent yesterday hero returned 10 the cltythls morning. The
town of Belen has become quite a
Women's Felt Julietes, fur trimMiss May Hatcher, daughter of
patron of the telephone com pa iv, as
H. Hatcner, left Monday for the the principal holiness
med, red, black, green or brown
houses a id prieast.
will
be
She
absent
several vate residences are subscribers.
$1.25 to $1.50
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Spence. for
Assistant Lnited States Attorney merly of this city but the past couDle
j
wieoier arrived
this morning from of years residing at Needles. Is get
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Hlllsboro whre Tie has been on legal ting along nicely in
the latter town.
uusiness.
Mrs. Spescer has Just been elected
Nimon Neustaur, the Los
of the St. John's gund of
l.unas
When
purchased at F. Y. Trotter's merchant and postmanier,
was in :h Episcopal church at Needles, and
on
a visit to Mrs. Neu- - together with Mr. Siencer. Intends to
grocery store, are sure to bring the town Sunday
erect a home at Needles and become a
right flavor to all dishes into which staat, who has been ill.
Delegate Andrews Is suffering with permanent resident of that town.
they enter. This is because we ala very severe cold, and yesterday and Mr. Sptncer Is the pharmacist at one
ways procure toe best manufactured,
louny lias neen connned to his room of the Needles drug stores.
tve find out first what brands are re- at the commercial club.
J. B. Uutherford. manager
Nw
liable and personally guarantee them.
Manuel Armijo and wife together Mexico and West Texas territory for
Capital
comuany
the
Life
Insurance
im Ejsquipuia uaca of Pen a Illanoa
oner unviug in irom mat place, are of Denver, and Bert M. Casley, assist
ant manager, departed today on com
stopping at the Sturges.
mere will be a special meeting of pany business which will likely ab-- !
Albuquerque until
ine loung ieopie a society of Chris- sent hem from
Mr. Rutherford travels
tian Endeavor at the Presbyterian Christmas.
south and Mr. Casley goes north, vis
AOS. 118 and 12k Soutto Second street cnurcn mis evening at 7:43.
iting I.aR Vegas,
and other
"Music Is the food of nations, they pluces along his Raton
route.
Socorro,
ray; thfn
e
must be lue free Deming, Silver City. El Paso and
itincn
From
The
"Maid
and
the
Included
other cities are
In the ItinerGEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD
Mummy." At Elks' theatre tonight.
ary of Mr. Rutherford's trip.
1". C Dezendorf
Monday returned
H. P. Flint, who was the chief sten
The Holidays ore rapidly approaching.
None realize this fact more
to his headquarters at Santa Fe after
than do we, and anticipating a repetlon of the gratifying patronage
a stay here of several days, lie Is ographer at the territorial republican
is
committee headquarters,
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
special ageat or thp gi nenil land ot central
anxiously awaiting the coining of
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, la
a
flee in New Mexico.
Chairman Bursum, so he can close up
to our usual lines ever known In this clyr. The goods are on
i ne uaiiup Kepublican says: May- - business here and return to his court
display ia our salesroom. South Second Street, and we cordially invite
nard Uunsul of the Gallup Electric duties In the Alamogordo Judicial dis
your early Inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.
Light company was in town from Al- - trict, lo accept the
"sif as chief,
nuquerque. He stated that very soon stenographer
under Chairman
Hickox-Maynara
number of lmnrovements s rf n no
.
Mr. Flint had to give up the regd
maue ca the CiaiJup plant.
ular term of court at Tttcumcari, vi
Jacob Salzman, the well known Arl which ho is the court stenogranlier.
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
zona merchant, passed through Albu- anil come here, and now that court ha
ond In Your Watehaa tor Hopalrm
querque yesterday on his way to convened at Alaniagordo he Is more
new iom city, where he wi.i wel than anxious to return to that city.
THE ARCH FRdNT.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
come his wife and two sons on their He thinks, however, that Chairman
Bursum will surely put
appear
- Mrs. Hlghbargaln who was recentlv ance sometime this week.in an
K.r
called to Kansas City by the Illness
Now Is the time to get your Christ
or ner mother has sent her husband
presents 'ready. . You very likely
roiiceman Hlghbargaln word, ihat mas
her mother is very low and that she will make some knit slippers, and in
that caSo, we want to supply you with
can last out a rew days longer.
necessary Iamb's wool soles.. We
Fottrtfi and Railroad Avenue
'
Mrs. e. Burdlck has decided to the
have them in all sizes for men, wo
leave here and make her res'denco men
children, and the prices run
wiin her son Dr. T. D. Burdlnk t His from and
20c to 35c. C. May's Slice Store.
bee, Arizona. Th doctor has been re
314 West Railroad avenue.
cently discharged from the hosplts
after a severe illness.
DR. J- - E. KRAFT, FORMERLY LO
The Farmingtoa Enterprise Bays CATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Prewltt and family HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so construct- left overland for Albuquerque, their
BARNETTE BUILDING,
OVER
ed
burns into actual heat every ounce of
future home. Their many friends here O'REILLY'8 DRUG STORE.
regret very much indeed to see them
coal and every bit of gas. There ia no waste.
go, and wish them success and uap- The lindles of St. John's Guild will
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,
piuesg in ineir new home.
give a New England supper at Guild
but
gives greater heating power
W. H. Hulvey, of Chicago, who is hall Friday evening, November 16,
nere on Indian depredations claims from 5:30 to 8 o'clock. The public
any
otner
inan
heater
known.
x
against the general government, re- Is cordially Invited to attend and en- d
supper. 35
turned to the city this momlnc from oy a- - good
Start a fire in a
the west. The hearing of testimony cents a plate. Good service and plenwin occur tomorrow before Special ty to eat.
o
Attorney Ingalls, at the Alvarado.
Miss Lily Le Boeuf, a Creole elocu- WANTED EXPERIENCED DRIVER
SAN JOSE MARKET.
tionist and impersonator, gave a recital last night to a highly appreciHOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT
MUSIC LESSONS.
ative audience at the African MethoProf. N. DIMauro. the vnli.iiM.i
dist Episcopal church.
The peneral
ives lessons on the violin and man
favor with which she was received dolin.
Guaranteed to be tho best, j
was attested by a vote to have
re- teacher lu Albuquerque.
Anyone de- - i
turn in the near future.
siring lessons address general deliv
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Klolnwon
are ery, city.
revelling in the smiles of a bouncing
The perfect damper system enables
baby girl, the little lady arriving at
FOR GOODNESS SAKE EAT BUT
their home No. sns
you to keep fire for 36 hours.
TERNUT BREAD.
al 2:30 o'clock thU mornin
'i1ip
Evening Citizen extends congmtula-latlonFURNITURE SALE.
Thf following household articles
to the happy parents, and
re for sale and can be seen at any
GO.
Ctto is passing around cigars.
"The Maid and the Mummy ' com- time at 421 South Third street: Three
pany has proved almost as much of bedroom sets, two tokb and carnit.
a success as a inatrlmonal bureau as chairs and rockers, 2 sanitary cots,
it has succeeded in Mnaking people bed slating, Home Comfort range, lincabinet and outfit of
laugh. Last year eight girls from the oleum,
kitchen utensils. All of there articles
chorus wre married, and already this are
In cood condition and urn free
season, two have found wealthy husroni contamination; no 8lck persons
bands. At Kilts' theatre tonight.
THE
avitig beell in the house.
Tho Evening Citizen has received a
copy of the Waltham, Mass., Press
HOME-MADFEE'S PEERLE8S
Tribune, containing an account of the CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
death of Mrs. Angelina C. Hall, aged STORE.
9G years, in that city on
RAILROAD AVE.
Tuesday,
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. ImNov. 6. She had been 111 of pneumoriaoionas. Watcoe. Jewelry. Cut Glass. Clocks. Silvtirwur.-- . We lorite
nia for several days, and owing to lH'riul Laundry Co.
her advanced age Bhe was unable to
A SQUARE DEAL.
four trade and Kuaraa
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. KINDLY
rally through ht-- r illnoss. The deceas- - PAY
AND AVOID EXTRA WORK
ND EXPENSES.
$ fc
2t 4
4
4 44 4
4 4 4 4 4 4. 4. 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 K WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR- WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
4 ETY
SEEDLESS
ORCHARD
APPLE"
4 AT SMALL COSTT
N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
FOR COODNEsVsAKE
EAT

RAILPOADAYQ

VE WILL

Felt Shoes and Slippers

A
ave you money in the
purchase of a piano.

.

YOU BUY

They

warm,

ed

BUYERS of good clothes are divided Into two
lasses: A mighty army finds economy and eetlofacttoa
ready-made- ;
in the hlgh-clasand a small nn of men
ftlll patronize the custom tailor. Now Ve will Bar, candidly, that if you can afford to pay $75 to $100 for a
or overcoat, that you enn do no better than to keep oa suit
patronizing the Tailor Princes. There Is some sactlBfacUon
in knowing that you CAN pay such prices.
BUT; if you belong to the $30 ranks, let us suggest
land prove if you will) that you will get better satisfaction, a better fit, and much superior workmanship in one
of our ready-madH. S. & M. Suits or Ovearooats.
If you like custom-madclothes at $23 to $30, wo can
give you something better at

SEE US BEFORE

i!.-.-

Un-Convinc-

(

DUY a

"

Message to the

e

e

'

That is all we ask.

vis-I'o-

t

:

F. F. TROTTER

Learnard
Establish

tm

&

Lindemann,

012.OO

2W W. Qo14 Aveaae

TO

W. H. HAHN & CO.

Q2S.OO

Wholmai0 and H0tsii

Coal and Coke

Best American Block
SB.53
Hard Nut Coal
s.50
Larger Sizes
o.50
Domestic Gas Coke
8.00
Green Mill Wood, per load
$2.25
ury Mill wood, per load
2.75
Factory Blocks, per load
3.00
Also Native Stove Wood and Klndllna
In All Sizes.
Phones Black. 280
Auto. 411

We think you will be convinced on theno points
you will favor us with a cull.

THfe CASA DE ORO.

BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
PRICES. BEST CROWD.
613 WEST GOLD AVE.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It Will Pay You to Trade With

1

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

rag-tim-

Between Railroad and Ccppar A ve.
HEATING

STEEL RANGES

AND

COOKING

addl-ditio-

Ttc

Bur-sum-

Co.

-

ALBUQUERQUE

No

'

HARDWARE

home-cooke-

WILSON

HEATER

hr

s

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

SOLE AGENTS

mm
4

S 1 8.00 and up

J

A

URGE

ARTICLES
IN

ASSORTMENT

5c

ABUNDANCE

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

Waste Fuel

il

illl

STO VES

1

DO.

that it

Jt
f

With Reservoir and
Warming Oven

5c, (Oc &

Palace

Diamond

0

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,

0

Bound

Oak,

National

and

Peninsular

s

Heating Stoves.

COAL

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

O
O

WHITNEY COMPANY,

0

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest

(9

iaWBala

PLUMBERS A NO
TINNERS

Bout nrat attraat
lie,403,nr.North
tot,
rim etraat

113.

Areots: Winchester Anas ssd Amnuoltloa.
Hercules Powder sod Hlf h Eipkxives.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

E

-

!

BUT-ERNU-

BREAD.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
be washed over.
Impcrinl Limn- rv Co.

Boys' Clothes

HONEY
'It'll hOlimlu rif thu hf.Kt ..vtr:irtAl
honey, Jl.
Sixty-pouncan for 5.
OrJt r lu nos'al. W. V. Allen. Ito 205
City.

tVhich will give entire satlsfuctiou

are bard to ol.urn.
bum Peck's nobby suits are tho bett made goods on
the market and combine the iuost essential qualities
boys, viz; Strength, durability und style

d

fr

Suits, $2.S0 to $7.00, in Knee punts suits,
blouses, OOc to $1.25. Boys catw. r.itc.
!'..

I..

Washki.kn

Hoys

MRS.
i-

.

-

4

AT.

DEE-UCIOU- S!

C. WILSON

. . omALrtt im . . .

SEALSHIPT,
OF COURSE.

Fancy Dry Goods

C

4

9 tamping Dona to Ordor
'4

w.

Gold Avenue

ALUUQtt'KQl'E,

N. M.

4--4

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

4

COLOMBO

HALL

Amission

50c

DANCING SCHOOL

tidies

Free

2L

3C

Lb

